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Today: Cool, overcast, 43°F (6°C)
Tonight: Miserable, 35°F (2°C)
Tomorrow: Tapering rain, 47°F (SoC)
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Fire
Seven CPs Responding to Blaze also Inj
By

ike Hall

ASSOCIATE

EWSEDITOR

A fire struck the fourth floor of
Random Hall last night injuring one
student and seven Campus Police
officers.
The fire originated in the room
of Elizabeth H. bin '02, a biology
major, at 9:15 p.m. hin was taken
to Massachusetts General Ho pital
with third-degree burns on 65 percent of her body and is listed in critical critical condition. Shin' parents were notified soon after the
incident.
Campus Police arrived on the
scene shortly after the blaze started.
Officer Sean C. Munnelly was credited by the MIT
ews Office for
pulling Shin out of the burning
room. After saving Shin, Campus
Police then .extinguished the fire
before the Cambridge Fire Department arrived, according to Cambridge Fire communications supervisor Frederick C. Hart.
Munne.lly was taken to Beth

Israel D acone
edical
enter
with smoke inhalation
injurie ,
along with Officers evin P. Kirchdorfer and Donald P.
iller. Officers John W. Carr, Clarence
Henniger, Ronald B. Ward
nd
Joseph . West also uffered from
moke inhalation and were taken to
MGH. All officers were listed in
good condition.
ccording to the Bo ton Herald,
Deputy Chief Thomas Stack of the
Cambridge Fir D partment said the
main bum area was in the center of
hin's room. The nature of the fire
is currently under investigation by
the Cambridge Fire Department and
the Ma sachusetts tate Police.
Random Hall President Matthew
. S. Cain '02 said that over 90 residents were evacuated at about 9:20
p.m. and were re-admitted to the
dormitory one hour later.
The fourth floor of the 282
Massachusetts
Avenue section of
Fire, Page 19
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Emergency crews responded to a fire last night at Random
pus Police officers were critically Injured.
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Swaplt.com to Lease W20 Space Elections to Continue
By Rima Amaout
NEWS EDITOR

The space on the first floor of the
Student Center Jast leased by Newbury Comics may be occupied once
again - this time by a startup
music company c Iled Swaplt.com.
MIT's real estate office and the
Campus Activities
Complex are
close to reaching an agreement with
Swap t;.Qomthat would put a musictesting-~lUo;:;k" the.Student Center.
IndiVtdtfal$".uQtp.SwapIt are currentIy it tiJ!g.~: business proposal,
whicIi:;wil ;l?e discussed with MIT
by tJie~ncr{)fthe month.
"P.oople in Ml'F's-age group usually-have a surplus of CDs," said
CAe: Director Phillip J. Walsh.
Swaplt.com,
which launched its
web site just last Tuesday, is a com-

pany "looking at the bartering, or
swapping, side of the internet ...
The company swaps out products
someone may not like for products
they would like," Walsh said.
A mailbox for swapping CDs
will be ut near Tos anini's Ice
Cream next week, and the company
will profit by charging a two dollar
fee for buying the used CDs.
Student-friendly store chosen
Walsh believes that the real
estate office has come to understand
that the Student Center serves the
student community and therefore
must have student-friendly
retail
spaces.
"The fun lounge atmosphere is
appealing to students ... and returns
something to the real estate portfo-

lio," said Assistant Director of Business and Financial Services Peter D.
Cummings. "Part of the framework
of the concept is that they want to
participate in supporting.
tudent
events,"
said Cummings
who
believe that Swaplt.com may ponsor student events directly.
"We were very cautiou of corporate sponsorships before and I
see
[a
relationship
with
Swaplt.com] 'as a way of crossing
the boundaries" betw en retail and
student life, Cummings said.
Although students have advocated that the empty student center
space be turned into a lounge
Walsh said that the space mu t be
leased to a retail store.
Swaplt,
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Students rally
for former
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imprisoned in
Peru.
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In Abbreviated Format
JudBoard Restarts UAPIVPCampaigning

Race Tainted by Posterinq Vwlat~

Vice Pre ident.
The new rules provide for an
accelerated two-day campaigning
period, which will end today at
noon. Following campaigning,
a
hortened three-day voting period
will begin at 8 p.m. this evening.
Judicial Board member said that
the motivation for reducing the level
of campaigning this week was to
allow the candidates to complete
their chool work, a rationale which
ome candidates strongly upported.
"I think that it's a good olution.
It's nice to know that you can not
campaign and that other people
aren't going to poster either," said
UAVP candidate Jason H. Wasfy
'01.
However, W asfy' s running mate,
Jennifer C. Berk '01, does not agree
that these rules will benefit the candidates.
"I understand that the reason for
this i to let u do work this week,
and that's reasonable.
However,
there are a lot of grey areas" in the
new election policy. "1 like to be
very careful, and this makes it harder," she said.
Presidential candidate Sanjay K.
Rao '02 believes that the revised

MIT terminates lease agreement
with Worthington Place, ending
the Institute's subsidy of empty
apartments.

Comics

Page 8

Page 20

campaign rules will benefit both the
candidates
and the voters, He
emphasized that this is an "issuesbased election," and mentioned that
"what it really comes down to is
meeting people."
In a further complication, Judicial Board
member
Leah
Schmelzer '02 ent an e-mail to
many of MIT's public discussion
mailing lists asking the MIT community not to send e-rnails to public
forums which show a preference of
one candidate over another.
Several members of the MIT
community were outraged by this
recommendation,
which they felt
limited free pe ch in the MIT community.
tudent prote t e-mail
A Vice President Lex emzer
'00 was unsure as to whether the
Judicial Board should have discu sed the e-mail i sue with other
members of the UA before i suing
the reque t,
"The decision was made and
publicized by the JudBoard. There
isn't really any precedent
as to
whether they should have sent it
through other branches of the UA,"
emzer said.
Shawn K. Kelly G was somewhat surprised by chmelzer'
email. "It seem inappropriate to try
to limit discussions of the MIT community in general," he said,
Although
emzer did acknowledge that the JudciaJ Board has
faced many campaign violations in
the past, he believes that it picked
an inappropriate solution.
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Plans to deploy a controversial military aircraft now in the final
stages of testing were cast in doubt unday after 19 Marines were
killed in a weekend crash that ranks among the most deadly peacetime accidents in years.
A tilt-rotor V-22 Osprey, built to take off like a helicopter but
then rotate its propellers 90 degrees to fly like a fixed-wing craft,
crashed nose down Saturday night near a municipal airport at
Marana, Ariz., about 15 miles northwest ofTuc on.
The aircraft, which was landing when it crashed, was participating
in an exercise simulating the rescue of personnel from a hostile environment.
Of the 19 dead, 14 were combat troops from Camp Pendleton
north of San Diego, one was from the Miramar Marine Corps Air
Station in San Diego, and four were Osprey crew members from a
helicopter squadron in Quantico, Va.

Pressure From Conservatives 0 't
Stop Refonn, Khatemi porters
THE WASHINGTON

POST
CAIRO

The victory by President Mohammed Khatemi's reform-minded
supporters in Iran's parliamentary elections two months ago has been
followed by a series of candidate disqualifications, arrests and an
assassination attempt against one of their main strategists.
The reform advocates say the actions taken against them demonstrate the continued power of conservative parts of the government.
But they pledge that the setbacks won't slow the movement's
progress toward a more flexible kind of Islamic rule in Iran.
"There are some concerns about these actions ... but it is not
unprecedented,"
Hadi Semati, a political scientist and reformist
adviser, said in a telephone interview. "Any time there is movement
on (the reformist) side, there are responses on the (conservative)
side."
Reformers allied with Khatemi seized control of parliament from
Iranian conservatives in a February election that left them poised to
fill about 200 of the 290 seats.

CA to Spin Off

Part of interBiz Division
NEWSDAY

Computer Associates International Inc. plans to spin off portions
of its interBiz division as separate companies in initial public offerings that could begin as early as this summer, CA Chairman and
Chief Executive Charles Wang said.
Dealing in software products and services for companies conducting business over the Internet, the interBiz is considered among CA's
fastest growing divisions. CA has said around 45 perc.ent of its business is in Internet-related products.
Speaking at a private briefing at the company's annual CA World
conference in ew Orleans, Wang said the first likely candidate for
an IPO would be its ACCPAC accounting software arm. Other elements of the interBiz division will follow as they reach "critical
mass," Wang said.
The ACCPAC arm appears to be approaching that level. CA said
it is the largest seller of desktop accounting software in North America.
"We have several business units we feel should be independent,"
Wang said.
Turning to the IPO market would help CA address frustrations
about its share price, which has languished at around $60.

ments or for lutein or lycopene.
And because of evidence that beta
carotene can potentially cause cancer in some people, especially
smokers, the panel urged caution
before taking it in high doses) recommending supplements "only for
the prevention and control of vitamin A deficiency."
That finding alone could have
enormous impact on the booming
multivitamin industry, according to
nutrition experts. Beta carotene and
vitamin A together accounted for an
estimated 230 million of the 5.7
billion vitamins sold in 1999. More
than 300 types of multivitamins
sold just in natural food products
stores contain beta carotene in some
form, according to one estimate.
"A direct connection between
the intake of antioxidants and the
prevention of chronic disease has
yet to be adequately established,"
said
orman 1. Krinsky, chair of
the Panel on Dietary Antioxidants
and Related Compounds.
"Much
more research is needed to determine whether dietary antioxidants
can actually stave off chronic disease."
Because the recommendations
will be used to update other federal
nutritional
guidelines,
they are

By Sally Squire
THE WASHl

GTON POST

There is no convincing scientific
evidence that taking large amounts
of vitamin C, vitamin E, or the
nutrients
selenium
and beta
carotene can reduce the chances of
getting cancer, heart disease, diabetes, Alzheimer's disease or other
illnesses, a ational Academy of
Sciences panel announced Monday.
Despite popular belief that high
doses of these so-called antioxidants can protect the body from a
variety of illnesses, including the
common cold, there is insufficient
evidence to recommend that Americans get more of these nutrients
than is necessary to prevent basic
nutritional deficiencies, the panel
said. In fact, extremely high doses
might lead to health problems,
according to the panel, which for
the first time set upper limits for
vitamins C and E and for the mineral selenium.
The panel, which is revising all
the government's
official recommendations for how much vitamins
and minerals Americans should get
every day, also found insufficient
evidence to set a minimum intake
level for beta carotene, one of the
most popular antioxidant supple-

expected
to have wide-ranging
effects, including on chool lunches, food programs for low-income
families and the content of nutrition
labels on foods and on vitamin and
mineral supplements.
"Thi report underscores
the
importance of getting your nutrients
from food versus pills,' said Janet
Helm, a spokeswoman
for the
American Dietetic Association.
"Americans often have a solve-itwith-a-pill mentality and overlook
the value of how changing their diet
can play such an important role."
Antioxidants are vitamins and
minerals that can help sop up socalled free radicals - oxygen and
nitrogen molecules with unpaired
electrons - that have been linked
to a wide range of illnesses, including cancer, cataracts, heart disease
and strokes.
The report, the third in a series
of dietary recommendations
for
Americans and Canadians, follows
an exhaustive, two-year review of
all the existing medical literature
about antioxidants.
The panel stressed that these
nutrients are important for good
health and that a minimum daily
intake is important.

International Observers Warn
Of Fraud in Peruvian Elections
By Anthony Faiola
THE WASHINGTON

POST

LIMA, PERU

Partial results released Monday
appeared to push President Alberto
Fujimori near the threshhold of an
outright victory in Sunday's presidential election. But international
observers, including the U.S. government, said Fujimori did not
receive enough votes to avoid a
runoff with his leading rival, suggesting that they would view a
claim of victory by the president as
tainted by fraud.
Incomplete results trickling in
one day after voting that many
observers said was marred by irregularities, Peru's electoral body gave
Fujimori 49.88 percent compared
with 39.98 percent for Alejandro

result for the Peruvian electorate or
the international community," said . r
Eduardo Stein, head of the OAS
observer mission. "And it would
have grave repercussions for Peru."
After a private meeting with
Toledo, U.S. Ambassador
John
Hamilton told reporters that the
United States "expects a second
round of voting in Peru." Toledo'
said he would not recognize the
results of an election he said was
tainted by fraud. The final vote
count may not be completed until
Tuesday or Wednesday.
The presidential race in Peru is
viewed internationally as a key test
of democracy in Latin America and'
of the willingness of leaders in the
region's young and troubled democracies to leave power.

Toledo. Fujimori needs. more than
50 percent of the vote to avoid a
June runoff against Toledo, a former
shoe shine boy turned U.S.-educated
economist who is trying to become
the first Indian president of modem
Peru. Announcement of the returns
was delayed more than 12 hours.
But international observers said
that five independent surveys of ballots conducted
after the voting,
including one. by the Organization of
American States, indicated that Fujimori, who is seeking an unprecedented third term, fell at least 1 to 3
percentage points short of a majority. They warned that a first round
victory would indicate electronic
tampering with the vote count.
"A first round victory simply
would not be a politically acceptable
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Spring Waves

Situation for Noon Eastern Daylight Time, Tuesday, April 11, 2000

Hello... Goodbye... Hello •••
By Greg Lawson and Rob Korty
The stark contrast of warmth and cold so typical of early spring weather
patterns continues this year unabated. Perhaps now more than ever we can
appreciate the wave-like nature of our mid-latitude weather. As deep troughs
intensify out west and propagate towards us, sharp fronts pass by sometimes
producing temperature drops of over 40°F (22°C) and radical shifts in weather. This past weekend's weather exemplifies this. Now that the nasty low
which brought us snow has passed, the patterns have relaxed back to a more
zonal state (from west to east) waiting for the next big trough to hit. However, it appears as though the next one, set to arrive sometime this evening, will
pale in comparison to its downstream predecessors. But it will still be enough
to bring us precipitation - a high pressure system slowly heading towards
Bermuda has been feeding Gulf moisture into a growing frontal region in the
southern Mississippi River Valley. This front will be tilted and elongated by
the jet stream so as to reach New England and deliver its rain. This small
trough will pass Wednesday mid-morning, but the clouds and cool temperatures will linger until Thursday morning. Thursday promises to be the nicest
day this week, though it will still fall short of normal temperatures. Another
trough bearing rain could affect next weekend.
Today: Coo} and overcast. Winds shifting from westerly to easterly.
Rain beginning in the evening. High of 43°F (6°C).
Tonight: Miserable. Rainy and cold. Low of 35°F (2°C).
Wednesday: Rain tapering. Grey and chilly day with increasing winds.
High of 47°F (8°C). Low in the mid 30's (1 to 3°C).
Thursday: Partly cloudy. Breezy. High in low 50's (10 to l2°C). Low
near 40°F (4 to SOC).
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Plan Boycott of World
BankBo ds
THE WASH!

GTO

POST
WASHJ

Army inve tigators are trying to
reconcile conflicting a count of
whether a female general at the center of a high-profile sex harassm nt
case confronted a male peer when
he allegedly groped her in her Pentagon office four years ago, offi ials
said Monday.
Lt. Gen. Claudia J. Kennedy, th
Army's highest-ranking woman, has
told authorities that she tried to settle the matter with Maj. Gen. Larry
Smith when he allegedly touched
her during an October 1996 meeting.
Smith, however, maintains there
was no such discussion, according
to officials.
.
The conflict is another signal
that defense officials may find it difficult to find corroborated accounts

and cl ar-cut ans er to ace
th
h roil d th Army inc it came to
light on
h 30.
hile
ual h r
ment c
s
often in olv
ontradictory
h
said-sh
id" e timony, the la k of
supporting eviden
in this instance
could m e it difficult to deal with
allegations that have acquired enormous political ensitivity.
ennedy, 52, the
rmy's top
intelligence officer, has been a symbol of the Army's new opportunities
for omen. Smith, 55, is a d corated veteran with three combat tours
in Vietnam and was nominated last
August to be the Army's deputy
inspe tor general.
Both Kennedy and mith repeatedly have refused ta comment on
the allegations.
Army
officials,
too, have
declined all comment, citing con. cems about privacy and the integrity

of the in
tigation,
In another indication of th diffiultie facing inv stigators, officials
s id that contrary to orne earlier
a counts by offi ials, enn dy did
not lert any superior to the alleg d
incident in 1996 after it allegedly
happen d. om offi iaJ previously
had said that he had made such a
report informally to at least on officer in her chain of command.
A report to her superiors in 1996
would have added to her credibility
when she came forward last eptember to argue that mith, while
perhap a good candidat for another post, was poorly suited to be
deputy inspector general.
Inspectors general overs e investigations into all sorts of alleged
misconduct,
including
sexual
harassment, and historically have
been chosen from officers whose
integrity is above challenge.

THE WASHINGTON

POST
MlAMl

More than three hours after it
was originally scheduled, a meeting
between a government-appointed
team of mental health specialists and
the Miami relatives of Elian Gonzalez finally got under way Monday to
figure out how best to ease the
reunion between the child and his
father waiting in Washington.
For most of the afternoon, it
looked as if the meeting - an important step in the federal government's
schedule to remove the boy from the
Miami home - was not to be. initially, Lazaro Gonzalez,. Elian's greatuncle with whom the boy has stayed
the past four months, failed to keep
the appointment with the two psychi-

rprj(OPPSSIO:NjlL

Wan Street paid little attention Monday. Rating agencies Moody's
and Standard & Poor's both give the bank's bonds the highest possible rating, AAA. As a result, the bank pays low interest rates to bondholders and can offer discount-rate loans to borrowers.

P Ilament Expectedto
Ratify START II Friday

eet
Elian'sCaretakers For e io
atrists and one psychologist named
last week by Attorney General Janet
Reno to assist the transition.
After a lengthy delay, however,
Immigration and' Naturalization Service officials and 'the mental health
team agreed to meet Gonzalez at the
hospital where his 21-year-old
daughter, Marisleysis, the cousin
who Elian' s Miami relatives say has
become a substitute mother to the
boy, was admitted Saturday. Marisleysis Gonzalez, who did not sit in
on the meeting after all, has been
hospitalized several times in recent
months for exhaustion and stress
related to the case.
The meeting was scheduled to
take three hours, but lasted one, and
the team of experts was headed back
to Washington Monday night.
The Miami relatives already had

grams.

..."W"'""J.Clu..1

Mental Health Spec· a •s18
By Sue Anne Pressley
and Karen DeYoung

GTO

Hoping to tarve the World Bank of the money it lends, activist
groups pledged Monday to organize a global boycott of its most
important fund-rai ing tools, World Bank bonds.
The groups will press labor unions, churches and "socially responsibl "in e tment funds to drop the highly rated bonds. If that works,
th plan is to move on to investors at large, who hold close to $190
billion of the bonds.
With letters and f ce-to-face meetings, proponents will say,
"what's the point of holding on to these things? Why don't you just
get rid of them and join us?" said eil Watkins, the campaign's organizer ..
The Washington-based bank, a cooperative of 181 countries, specializes in development loans - $29 billion worth last year. Critics
contend that projects such as petroleum pipelines harm the environment, while its market-opening policies cost jobs in poor countries
and encourage creation of sweatshops. Critics also argue that the
loans burden poor countries with debt service obligations that drain
resources that could otherwise go to health, education and food pro-

MO

criticized the mental health specialists because none of them planned
to speak with the boy. They continue to state through their attorneys
that they will obey the law when the
time comes to relinquish the child
sometime later this week - but the
logistics of that transfer of custody
continue to be troubling.
"We are bending over backwards
to accommodate
them,"
INS
spokeswoman Maria Cardona said
Monday, "because we feel strongly
that this needs to happen in a cooperative way."
In state circuit court, meanwhile,
the Miami family made what"
seemed a last-ditch effort to prevent
the boy's removal from their home,
filing an emergency petition over
the weekend for a quick hearing of
their custody case.

ow

More than seven years after it was signed, the Russian parliament
is expected Friday to ratify the START II treaty - which sharply
reduces long-range nuclear weapons - paving the way for renewed
negotiations on still-deeper cuts and setting the stage for a thaw in
relations with the West.
Faction leaders in the lower house, the State Duma, decided to put
the treaty up for a vote in the 450-member chamber Friday. Party
leaders said prospects were good for swift passage, although the
Communist Party and its allies in the Agrarian Party declared they
would vote against it.
A ratification vote would provide a boost for acting President
Vladimir Putin ahead of his May 7 inauguration and set the tone for a
visit to the United States by Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov starting
April 24. The U.S. Senate ratified the treaty in 1996.
The vote would be the first concrete sign of a working non-Communist majority in the lower house. In the previous session, the Communists could block such moves, but after the December elections it
appears there are enough votes to pass some legislation over their
objections. Commentators have said Putin hopes to use this new
majority to push through other long-delayed bills, such as tax and
land codes.
The START
treaty would cut nuclear warheads on each side to
between 3,000 and 3,500, about half of the ceilings under the START
I agreement, which was sealed in 1991.
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The Undergraduate Association has managed to flush any
remaining credibility from this year's presidential ejections.
This time the culprit is the Judicial Board, which in its wisdom
has decided to prohibit further campaigning starting at noon today, and
has asked all undergraduates to
refrain from making endorsements in order, as described by
JudBoard, to "maintain the integrity and fairness of the upcoming VAPIUA VP elections this week."
Put shortly, these 'rules' are laughable; they are unreasonable, unpleasant, and unrealistic. In trying to squelch what was a
last, desperate attempt at a real campaign, JudBoard has demonstrated the UA's complete inability to manage itself - its utter
failure to represent student interests.
Running a fair election is critical, but instructing candidates to stop campaigning - to stop communicating - is no

way to achieve fairness. In order to have an evenhanded election, candidates need an opportunity to express their ideas
and describe their platforms to the community - an opportunity that has not yet existed amidst allegations of postering
violations and two botched election tries. Attempting to
silence the candidates only further erodes the integrity of this
election.
.
The request that students remain silent on the question of
endorsements is simply absurd. JudBoard has no business controlling conversations among students, and these attempts to cut
off public discourse are an outrageous go at censorship. Of
course, JudBoard has no way to enforce these rules, so students
should feel free to exercise their rights and speak with impunity.
This has been the worst VA election in recent memory, a
needless conflagration that has embarrassed
involved. JudBoard's latest proclamations only add fuel to the fire.

all

Letters To The Editor
A 'Caste System'
of Majors
This past week, I picked up a copy of Time
and a particular article, by a woman who
graduated from Princeton, caught my attention. She explained how she worked as a
teacher during the summer, and how everyone
kept asking her why she was wasting her time
teaching instead of getting a high-paying job
considering her academic achievements and
the school she went to. She rebutted by asking
if the children (and future) of America did not
deserve the best. It was a refreshing article
overall and it led me to thinking about university education in general.
Think of how people describe their choice
of major or future career. At this point, the
medical, engineering and law students become
quite big-headed about their majors. Okay, so
they work hard, but who doesn't? Personally,
I have found and still find it disgusting that in
a society like ours that is supposed to be
"enlightened," there is a caste system in place
in our universities. What makes the medical
student better than the English student? What

gives the engineering student the right to look
down on the geography student?
The fault does not lie with the students
alone. This caste system is also accepted and
perpetuated by the professors, parents, industries, the media, and others. We should not
forget that it is not only the engineers, doctors, lawyers and business people that helped
in making our society one we are proud of. I
do not know why it is so wrong to want to be
selfless and serve your community. As the
teacher in my example said, "don't our children and society in general deserve the
best?" Or does the best now belong to only
the private companies
and defense
researchers?
When most "top tier" schools (I hate the
idea) make announcements of the. achievements of their alumnae, it's always about
those who became rich, invented something,
donated to a fund, or made news. What about
the forgotten important alumnae? The ones
that go on to become teachers, social workers,
soldiers?
The current pride of these so-called top tier
schools will be their ultimate downfall. Students ha,:e to start learning to respect one
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Bukola Afolayan G

Commission Wrong to
Take Smith Off BallotEd: The Tech received the following letter
before the restoration of candidates Chris D.
Smith '01 and Patrick D. Kane '03 to the
Undergraduate Association ballot ..

Shame on the election commission for disqualifying Smith/Kane for such an insignificant collection of "violations." The alleged
postering violations have not been substantiated, nor is it possible to attribute them to
. 'Smith/Kane or anyone on their campaign
, team. How can the commission allow eleven
sheets of (allegedly) misplaced paper disqualify two eligible, qualified candidates for the
most significant position in student government? Have you no sense of priority? The
existing postering rules are in no way clear
enough to warrant such attention. The anecdotal claims of postering "violations" suggest a
misunderstanding at worst, and an exaggeration at best. Is the Election Commission truly
concerned that eleven posters have swayed
student sentiment so sharply as to threaten the
integrity of the election?
Perhaps if. the' Commission spent as much
energy fostering student interest in UA elections asit did hampering candidates' wellintentioned attempts to elicit student support,
there might be an acceptable level of student
participation in the election process.
. I applaud Smith and Kane for presenting a
platform full 'of fresh ideas motivated by a
true passion for active student leadership. It is
encouraging to see candidates with the vision
and courage to buck the existing mundane
model of "bake-sale" approaches tostudent
empowerment.
.
I can imagine only two explanations for the
UA Election Committee's absurd and illogical
overreaction. If I didn't know better, I would
suspect a politically motivated setup. More
likely, considering the persistent apathy shown
on the part of most of the MIT community, this
is a simple case of complete incompetence on
the part of the commission in prioritizing campaign issues. In either case, an ·injustice has
been committed against the best interests of the
student body.
David A. Geiger '99

G,
G,

Paul E. Schindler,
Jr. '74, V. Michael
Bove '83, Barry Surman '84, Robert E.
Malchman
'85, Thomas T. Huang '86,
Simson Garfinkel '87, Jonathan Richmond
PhD '91, Josh Hartmann
'93, Jeremy
Hylton '94, Thomas R. Karlo '97, Saul
Blumenthal '98, Indranath Neogy '98, Joel
Rosenberg '99, B. D. Colen.

rates
Rn~r

"Ye~h Mom, MIT was SO much fun.! They
gave us these prefrosh bracelets, and we went
to this club in Boston that used the EXACT
SAME bracelets to say you're old enough to
buy drinks. I got so wasted that I puked twice
and slept with an entire frat!"

another's majors. Believe it or not, not every- .
one wants to have something to do 'wirh a
startup or stock options. Let there be comrade- .
ship once again in our institutions of higher .
learning. One does not "needto look down at
others just to make one feel more important to
society. It would be great if this new attitude
of comradeship began in MIT but it will probably begin in Berkeley, since they are better at
taking first steps (just joking). .
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An Authentic Slice of MIT Life
Students' Protest of Inane CPW Rules Shows PrefroshMIT Spirit
Veena Thomas
I found it quite amusing that early on the
morning the prefrosh were to arrive, workers
busily repaired the ugly gash that had marred
Kresge Oval for so long. Within hours, long
strips of sod covered the formerly bare patch
of dirt.
A symbolic "patching over" of relations
with the student body? Hardly. A job which
took such a short amount of time obviously
could have been done before, for the benefit
of the student body and not just the prefrosh.
It seems that MIT tries desperately to seduce
the best and brightest
high school seniors but once the class of
2004
matriculates,
they'll be jilted for the
class ,of 2005.
However, preferential treatment of prefrosh has been slipping
recently. Instead, MIT
has attempted to .treat
them more like regular
students by imposing harsh and nonsensical
rules on them. A letter from Dean of Admissions Marilee Jones was carefully slipped into
the packets of information distributed to all
prefrosh. The letter from Jones, "Your Mom
Away from-Mom," as she signed the letter,
didn't read like the standard piece of admissions literature. Casually and personally worded, the letter tempted prefrosh with promises
of "labs, classes, lectures, and yes, plenty of
food." Lulled by these words, it was easy to
miss the ramifications of the next section of
the letter. It asked prefrosh to please wear a
purple wristband at all times to, identify themselves as a member of the prospective class.of
2004. Mentioning special events, such as parties, dinners, and special lectures for prefrosh,
the letter made' it seem only logical to have
them wear some sort of identification in order
to gain admittance to these events.
,
But think harder. Prefroshare already easily identified throughout campus, with their
bright-eyed optimism, happy smiles, and the
large prefrosh packets in their arms. Did we
really need a further form of separating pre-

frosh from the rest of the student body? The
What of the safety issues? Jones didn't
ideal goal of prefrosh weekend is to give
want 700 prefrosh wandering
aimlessly
prospective students as authentic of an MIT
throughout Boston. But what happens when in
experience as possible. Granted, this never
four months, those same prefrosh plus three
occurs, with the frats and dorms attempting to
hundred others arrive for Orientation? Now
drown each other out with blasting music, the . full-fledged members of the class of 2004,
newly repaired grass, and the seven frat parthose same students are free to do as they
ties on Saturday night, but the said goal
please.
0 letter asking them not to go into
remains the same. 'The prospective students
Boston is going to. stop them.
already look as though they have "PREIt was perhaps still possible for a prefrosh
FROSH" tattooed across their forehead; we
reading this letter to regard it as some guidedon't need to tag them also with a bright purlines for the upcoming few days, friendly
ple band.
advice from the Dean of Admissions upon
And what about the safety issue? Two
arriving on a strange campus. But no friendly
female prefrosh wandering around Boston
piece of advice required a signature at the botlate at night by themtom. Suddenly it became apparent that' this
selves, with obvious
"letter" was actually a carefully disguised
purple
wristbands
contract of roles and regulations to be strictly
identifying
them as
followed.
the same, is just an
When word of this contract reached the
invitation for harassMIT student body, many student groups
ment, or worse. Let's
reacted angrily - and swiftly. IL TFP wrote
just label them as an
up their own letter to prefrosh, to be distribeasy target for the
uted and read before they received the packet
scum of Boston. Perwith the contract. It explained to them what
haps the administrathe contract was really about, and asked them
tion thought of this
to "cross out any clauses that [they were]
too. Why else would they not allow the preuncomfortable with." In addition, it provided
frosh into Boston? Reading the letter further,
advice on what prefrosh should really do
we come across instructions
by Jones to
over the course of their stay. Suggestions
"please stay on campus," with the exception
ranged from going to the Museum of Science
of FSILGs. Was this what the purple wristto donating the infamous purple wristbands
bands were really about - identification so
to the Big Screw, where people had pledged
that secret MIT spies located throughout
up to 55 cents per wristband.
The letter
Boston could easily spot prefrosh in violaended with perhaps the most useful piece of
tion of the rules? Were hungry prefrosh livadvice to prefrosh: "Don't do anything stuing in FSILGs expected to eschew IHOP and
pid."
walk back to campus to eat, avoiding Boston
The student activism worked: after meetall the way?
ing with th~ leaders of residential groups,
While primarily citing safety reasons,
Jones rescinded her decision to include the
Jones inadvertently
revealed her paranoia
contract in the prefrosh information packet.
about losing students to Harvard when she
Admitting that she had made an "errant judgmentioned being unable to watch prefrosh at
ment," Jones allowed prefrosh -into Boston,
"our friendly rival up the street in Cambut still asked them to stay away from other
bridge." If a chance visit to Harvard could
campuses.
convince someone to 'enroll there over a very
Student action saved the prefrosh from an
, carefully planned Campus Preview Weekend,
unnecessarily
harsh and unpleasant stay at
restricting students 'to MIT's campus is a form
MIT. Perhaps the willingness of the student
of entrapment. Students should be allowed to
body to fight for what they believe in, and to
choose MIT because they feel it is the best
protest changes they see as destroying the
school from them, not because they were prospirit of MIT, will be most authentic aspect of
• hibited from VIsiting anywhere els~.
Campus Preview Weekend.

MIT has attempted to treat
prifrosh more like regular
students by imposing harsh
and nonsensical rules on' them.

lJAElections A Disaster (Again)
,Dreft New Proceduresor Thrn Election Administration Over 70 Someone Who Willdent and vice-president,
and well-attended
may not be glitzy, but it works.
debates and forums,' generated' much more
• Hear cases of alleged violations as soon
interest in VA elections than seen in recent
as possible and rule swiftly on appeals. The
Given all of the fiascoes related to Underyears.
election commission moved with all the speed
graduate Association elections ill recent years,
But in the interim we have witnessed:
of a three-toed
sloth in deciding how. to
one would guess that the hapless undergradu• A first round of voting cancelled because
resolve the Smith-Kane case. Smith accumuate citizenry would have seen the worst by
of a bug in the software.
lated violations throughout the week of March
now.
• A candidate team, Chris D. Smith '01
27th and by the most conservative estimate
But the ,UA has outdone itself This year's
and Patrick D., Kane '03, stripped from the
had exceeded his quota of demerit points on
ugly affair, now destined for athird round of
ballot because of postering violations, only to
the 4th of April, yet he was not taken off the
balloting, has been S9 badly mismanaged that
be restored to the ballot in the wee hours of
ballot until early the next morning. Then
crooked union bosses would be proud. Indeed, . Friday morning.
another two days elapsed before -he was
many Third World nations enjoy smoother
• A second round of voting cancelled in
restored to the ballot. These delays are unacelectoral processes than this. '
.
the wake of the election commission's ,indeciceptable and only serve to anger students who
UA elections have been far from ideal for
sion over what to do with Smith and Kane.
must then vote multiple times. Further, th
some time'. In any given year, the majority of
With the disasters of 'this election, the UA
extremely slow pace with which the election
undergraduates, choose not to vote (and when
has wasted a perfect opportunity to regain stu- . commission has worked only confirms suspiforced to do so three tiines, students can harddent trust and has only further perpetuated the
cions of indecisiveness and incompetence.
ly be blamed for their apathy).' Over the past
apathy and cynicism students feel toward the
If these steps are not enough, the U A must
five to ten years, UA elections have been
organization. When the third .round of voting
ask an exterior organization, such as the GSC
hampered by a lack of strong candidates,
commences this week, it will indeed be a
or the administration, to run its elections until
poorly advertised debates and forums, and the
wonder if any undergraduates are still excited
such time as the UA has a better, cleaner sysinability of the UA Election Commission to
over the election.
tem in place, This drastic step of receivership
disseminate properly candidates' platforms.
UA elections need radical change and need
would be embarrassing for the UA and further
1998' was a particularly dreadful year for
it now. While this process is already 'lost, the
dilute its already small political power, but if
the commission. In the spring of that year, the
following steps must be taken in order to salit is the only way by which the UA can learn
UA presidential election results were voided
vage credibility for future elections.
to conduct a spotless election, then it must
and a second round of balloting ordered after
• 'Draft clear rules regarding acceptable take such extreme action for the benefit of
the alleged e-mail violations of candidate Paul
postering, paying special attention to potential future MIT undergraduates.
Oppold '99. This decision was promulgated
tampering. Current postering rules are vague,
The strength of democratic political power
, by a judicial board fully appointed by an
and anyone with a vendetta against any of the
starts with the act of elections. A well-run
administration in which Oppold's opponent
candidates can easily shuffle a few posters
election and a strong turnout would enhance
- Sandra Sandroval '00 - was vice-presiaround and place a candidate in trouble. To
the credibility of the UA. Likewise, an elecdent. (Never mind that Oppold did not have
their credit, the election commission
has
tion which must be run three times and will
the required signatures to place his name on
already recognized this problem and is workstruggle to gain even meager turnout will
the ballot with his ultimate running mate.)
ing on solutions. Setting aside special bulletin
handicap the UA. Chuck Vest and Larry
That fall, a round of voting for freshmen
boards for campaign postering is one idea.
Bacow, knowing the organization is in such.
class council positions was cancelled when • Stop electronic voting and conduct elec- tatters, can hardly be blamed shouldthey
oops! - one of the presidential candidates
tions entirely by paper balloting. Once again,
laugh the next UA president
out of their
was left off the ballot. This discrepancy was
the UA's web-based toy has caused more
offices.
not discovered by the election commission but
headaches than it has solved. Whether the sysThe UA will only become credible when it
the other candidates.
tem isn't programmed to add vote totals or a
runs a clean election and attracts a large
The debacles of 1998 deprived the underglitch prevents some undergraduates
from
majority of undergraduates to the polls, not by
graduate 'population of strong student leaderaccessing the web page, there always seems to
running an election so shoddily even hardened
ship right when we needed it most. And,
be a problem with the web-based system. It's
Teamsters shudder in disgust. The UA Elecunfortunately, history appears to be repeating
time for the election commission to put this
tion Commission must either work to make
itself this year.
toy back in the closet and go back to the triedthe radical overhauls needed itself or place
This should have been a successful elecand-true system of pen and ink that has served
itself in receivership with an organization that
tion. Four strong candidate teams for presidemocracy well for centuries. Paper balloting
can.

Michael J: Ring
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Looking
ForA Few
GoodMen
Guest Column
Christopher M. R. Rezek
As students, we feel like we have little
voice in decision-making at MIT. Decisions
of the administration and faculty sometimes
seem like they come out of the blue.
To be honest. some of them do. However,
most of them come from the recommendations of Institute committees, and some are
decided by tliecommittees
themselves. Like
many universities, we have numerous committees to oversee the faculty, students, and
administration. Unlike many universities, students are on all the committees that affect us.
These aren't UA or GSC committees I'm
talking about - they are committees of the
faculty and administration. And you can join
them.
The subject matter and scope of power
varies by committee but any committee will
give you the chance to make a real difference
at MIT. Here are a few examples of what
committees have done and can do:
The Committee on the Undergraduate Program created a new alternate freshmen program in Media Arts -and Sciences. The Committee on Curricula decided that students
would no longer be able to earn more than
two bachelor's degrees, and must approve all
new departmental requirements before they
are official. Next year the Committee on the
Undergraduate Program will be making recommendations about the future of PassINo
Record. The ROTC Oversight Committee
works 'to reconcile
the Department
of
Defense's policy towards sexual orientation
with MIT's. The Committee on Student Information Policy is charged with overseeing the
administration's
implementation of our new
privacy policy. The new communications
requirement was recommended by the Faculty
Policy Committee.
At some schools the administration
and
faculty get to pick the student members of
such committees.
Not at MIT. Here the
Undergraduate Association and Graduate Student Council screen and nominate the student
representatives. The UA does this through its
Nominations Committee (NomComm), which
I chair with Jennifer Martinez. We do not
directly appoint the students - each committee chair picks from among the nominees to
choose the fmal members - but no student
can sit on a committee without being nominated by the VA or GSC.
When you join a committee you don't just
get access to the decision - and recommendation-making
of the Institute. You also
receive a number or-services provided by the
UA's Nominations Committee. My personal
favorite is the Conference of Student Advocates. CoSA is a reception held for all student members of Institute committees three
times each term. It includes a quality dinner,
opportunities for all committee members to
report or ask the group for feedback, and a
central presentation
on a topic of current
interest. This year we 've also established
NonrComm
liaisons,
modeled
after the
Finance Board's Liaisons to student groups,
so if a student advocate has a question she or
he lias someone to talk to. And NomComm is
always trying to improve the variety and
quality of the services we provide to student
advocates.
.
There is a four-step process to joining a
committee.
First, go to our web page

<http://web.mit.edu/ua/Committees/Nomcomm/wwwl-> to read about the committees
and fill out the on-line application before
Thursday at 6 p.m. Second, come in for your
interview (we have flexible scheduling) with
two members of NomComm. Third, NomComm deliberates and nominates students to
the chair of each committee. Fourth, The student members are chosen by the committee
chair and take office.
The UA Nominations Committee is now
accepting applications for more than 20 committees of the faculty and administration. Student committee members bring on-the-ground
expertise that faculty and administrators necessarily do not have. Though the interests of
students are part of the charge of any committee, student members are (obviously) the committee members who' take our interests closest
to heart. And you can be one of those students, and amplify our voice in decision-making at MIT.
Apply now. The power is yours!

Christopher M R. Rezek is a member of
the Class of 1999.

"Bank of the Last 25 Years" as awarded by International Financing
Review, the journal of record of the international capital markets.
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.think that you and he should really talk about
your philosophical differences. I really hope
his ideals are not as strong as you seem to
indicate from your question but, if they are,
then you will really need to do some serious
soul-searching and figure out what you really
want in someone you fall in love with.
Dear Dr. Do It and Ms. Emotion:
When my boyfriend and I get together we
either do things involving just the two of us
or we do things with his friends. I would
really like him to get to know my friends
better too because I don't want to alienate
myself from my friends and I would like the
two of us to hang out with them. What can I
This is a column in which we address questions and topics of all kinds concerning sex ' dq?,
- Social Juggler
and relationships, Dr. Do It and Ms. Emotion
do not claim to be experts in the fields. but
Ms. Emotion:
A week or two ago, we
have been "around the block" a few times and
have seen their share of Situations 'involving . dealt with relationships that stem from two
people in the same circle of friends and the
relationships and sex. The opinions of Dr. Do
various issues that surround that. This quesIt and Ms. Emotion do not. necessarily' reflect
the opinions of this publication. '.'
.
tion represents the flip-side in cases where two
people get together from very different social
circles. It's tricky to balance keeping good
Dear Dr. Do It and Ms. Emotion,
relationships
with your friends as well as
I think I'm falling in love with 'a fascist.
spending time with your significant other, and
However, I am Jewish. I'm 'desperate. What
should Ido?
'
'.
your significant other keeping good relationships with his friends. '
- A Dazed and Confused Jewish Girl
The important thing is to talk with your
boyfriend about your concern with this, It is
Ms. Emotion: This is a delicate issue. First
of all.if you are indeed becoming attracted to, possible that your boyfriend is not really comfortable with hanging out with your friends.
this person, you might have a few things to
He may be shy around a group of people he,
consider. If he is a strong believer in fascism
does not know well. You can discuss. ways In
then you may have some strong opposition to
which he can get to know your friends better.
fhose points. Whether or not a relationship
You can organize events with your friends
between the two of you will work out will
maybe, in smaller groups to .make him feel
depend on how strongly each of you ascribes
more comfortable hanging out with them, and
to your beliefs: his fascist ideals and your
that may facilitate him getting to know your
Jewish beliefs.
friends better. You can also try organizing
Based on the fact that you sent in this
events where each 0'£ you invite your friends,
question, I have a strong suspicion that the
although this could lead to the two groups
beliefs that each of you hold are strong
socializing separately and not much crossenough to at cause concern about the possibilgroup interaction. Some possible ideas would
ity of it working out. And this concern is probably a good indicator to do some more ~explo- be pot-luck dinners, picnics, or even sport
activities.
ration into your feelings and determine the
Dr. Do It: You could also tryout some
reasons for Why you are falling for this persubversive
tactics where you bring your
son. You should really think about whether
boyfriend to an event with your friends, such
you are falling for him for purely physical reasons, his- personality or something else. But it .as watching a movie at a friends place, and
conveniently excuse yourself for a bit. Your
really sounds like your, aversion to the fact
friends will most likely engage in conversathat he is fascist will really be a source for
tion With your boyfriend, and there is a strong
concern.
chance that he will be ableto hold his own
Dr. Do It: I'll say! It's definitely a source
pretty well. Just don't leave him to the wolves
for concern. First of all, you shouldn't fall in
for too 'long, or he may get completely
love with someone just because you're desperdevoured.
ate. I'm sure you understand already this can
potentially be a very explosive relationship. I .
If you have any questions for Dr. Do It and
have a very difficult time imagining this workMs. Emotion or topics you would like them to
ing out. However, if the sex is really that great,
, discuss, please send e-mail to <advice@thethen who knows?
tech.mit.edu>:
Actually, scratch that last part. I really
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What didyou think of this year's prefrosh?
One of my prefrosh said
that he thought
MIT
women were easy.
Jeffrey C. Roberts '02

They seemed short.
Christopher R. Rezek '99

They are smarter than me.
Ekta M Desai '03

From what I saw, Ithought that they were nice.
Susan J. Yuditskaya '01

I actually didn't see any
of them. I'm a senior, and
Ilive off campus.
Matthew B. Potts '00

Most people went away
with a happy feeling.
Mendel Chuang '02

They seemed really sociable. I went to a
party, and a lot of them really wanted to
dance.
Michelle E. Park '02

Compiled by Dana Levine

This Week In MIT History
I

By Katie Jeffreys
FEATURES EDITOR

On April 10, 1861 the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's charter was granted by
the state of Massachusetts. William Barton Rogers and his brother Henry had conceived the
idea of a polytechnic university unlike the humanities-based universities of the day. The
industrial revolution had brought forth the need to emphasize practical studies of machines
and indus
Roger
andag
So .
of
Thech
Institute
MIT Co
Accor
ration was
um of arts
advancem
agricultur
all the dut
Statutes.'
egan. C
ot
completed by the first day of c asses on February 20,
. Instead, the Mercantile Library
on Summer Street in downtown Boston was used to educate the fifteen students enrolled,
who were pursuing the professions of mechanician, civil engineer, builder and architect,
mining engineer and practical chemist.

Straugers

Through the misty rrver of my
ancestors,
Flowed the blood of sons and daughters.
Taken by their Own
Taken by Strangers.
These pale men armed with Death
Lead a path of broken destruction
Their Duty.
Their Orders.
Took without thought
Like Strangers in a strange land
Blinded by the hope
They could not understand

And here I stand today,
In the shadows of the soul survivors
Drinking the pure water of Liberty
Protected by Freedom
By these same men
Same confusion, same disdain
Staring solemnly into the
ghostly eyes of a soldier
And in this strange circle
, I am frightened at the
Reflection of my people
,
Of my family in their eyes.
Taken by their Own
Taken by Strangers.
By DavidNgo
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Crossword Puzzle
:Fun With e{iy Jlrt
5\aron Isaksen

"oli no! Someone tore tliis yage
from tlie Bibie! Now we're never
know if Jfe was crucified or not!"

.
1
5
10
14
15

ACROSS
Fulfill
Beer choice
Bath and Ems
Pakistani tongue
Madonna role
16 God or May
17 Level
18 Prepare to run
after the catch
19 Get up
20 Ashe Stadium
sport
22 Used a suction
device
24 Border
26 Spirit
27 One-for-one deal
31 Ancient items
35 Takes five
36 Galoots
38 Short sleep
39 "Do _ others
as ..'
40 Works for
41 _bean
42 Observe
43 Waiting in the
wings
44 Champing at the
bit
4S Mexican shawl
47 School
publication
49 Hook's end
51 Sudan's river
52 Revealed
56 Tell
60 Fertility goddess

61 Teheran man
63 Press
64 French pronoun
65 Flynn of "Captain
Blood"
66 Captain of the
"Nautfus"
67 Feat
68 Beachlike
69 Chatters
DOWN
1 Pound pup
2 New York canal
3 Home of the first
family?
4 Faced
5 Releases
6 Ms. Gardner
7 Performer's dates
8 Needle boxes
9 Feelings of
mutual trust
10 Rolled parchment
11 Discomfort
12 Church recess
13 Plant starter
21 Middle of the
month
23 Color shades
25 D-sharp
27 Supporting
framework
28 Taylor of "The
Nanny"
29 Oaisylike flower
30 Military advance
32 Arctlteet Jones

1999 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

33
34
37
40
41
43

Walk-<>f}part
Rre starter
Freecattle
Powers
Identifying
Australian
gemstone

See solution,

page 18

_Stanley
53 Wight or Man
Gardner
. 54 Disgusting
Mistreated
55 Mend, as socks
57 Quarter
In a breezy
manner
58 Mausoleum
50 Yankee Yog
59 Seth's son
52 Kicked the bucket 62 Sign of assent
44
.
46
48
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MY PARACHUTE
DIDN'T OPEN.
LUCKIL'(, I LANDED
ON A TRAMPOLINE
AND BOUNCED BACK
INTO THE
PLANE.
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-MOM? woULD IT BE
oK IF MARcuS AND I
STARTED ATTENDING
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THE
oPERA.
~

'YoU WOULDN'T
HAVE To SIT
THRoUGH IT
YoURSELF'YoU COULD JUST
-DRoP us oFF AND
PICt' us UP.

MAyBE WE.
SHoULD HAVE
GLUED ooz
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LATER.
\
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JASoN!
SToP! LET
SOMEoNE
ELSE
CLEAR THE
TABLE!

'YET ONE
OBVIOUSLY,
MoRE CHoRE 'YOU oNL 'Y
MOM'LL
Look LIkE
NEVEfl ASIC
YoU DON'T
ME TO Do
ICNOW WHAT
AGAIN.
'YoU'RE DOING.

,

'-

I CAN'T REMEMBER
THE LAST TIME WE
PLA 'YED CHESS
TOC;~THER, PAIGE.
,~_I

I'LL LET 'YoU
cHooSERED oR BLACk?

SUDDENL Y lCk. Do THESE
THE
BOARDS ALL
MEMORIES
HAVE To
RUSH BAck.
COME IN
I
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TechCalendar appears in each issue of The Tech and features events for members of the MIT community. The
Tech makes no guarantees as to the accuracy of this information, and The Tech shall not be held liable for any losses. including. but not limited to, damages resulting from attendance of an event.
.
Contact information for all events is available from the TechCalendar web page.

Visit and add events to TecbCalendar online at bUp;lIfecft.calenda"mlt,edu

Tuesday'S

Events

7:00 p.m. - Bilingual Reading. Andre Makine, author of 'Dreams of My Russian Summers.' Part ofthe Global Writers Series in collaboration with the Program in Writing & Humanistic Studies; co-sponsored by the Kelly Fund. Rm 4-237. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
7:00 p.m. - 'ClocJcwBtchers".
Women's Studies Student Programming-Screening
of the film followed by discussion. Admission O.
Rm 4-231. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
11:00 a.m. - Sm~rcell
Rad atIon In the Relativistic: Regime, John Walsh, Dartmouth College. Refreshments served at 3:45 pm.
Open. More info: Call Paul Rivenberg at 253-8101.
Email rivenberg@psfc.mit.edu.
Web: http://www.pfc.mit.edlJf.
Rm NW17·218.
12:00 p.m.- SlngJe-moiecute Imaging, Spectroscopy.
and Dynamics of BIological Systems, Sunney XIe, Harvard University.
Refreshments
served following the seminar. Please see web.mit.edu/spectroscopy/www
for more detail. Open. More info: Call Alison
Heam at 253-4881.
Email heam@mit.edu.
Web: http://web.mlt.edu/spectroscopy/www/.
Rm 37-252.
2:30 p.m. - Adding a dimension to Cochlear Mechanics,
Elizabeth S. Olson, Department of Physics - Princeton University.
Refreshments will be served at 3:30 PM in Room 2-349. Open. More info: Call Professor John Bush at 253-4387. Email
bush@math.mit.edu.
Rm 2-338.
2:30 p.m. - Adding a Dimension to Cochlear Meehan es, Elizabeth S. Olson, Department of Physics - Princeton University.
Refreshments will be served at 3:30 PM in Room 2-349. Open. More info: Call Professor John Bush at 253-4387.
Email
bush@math.mit.edu.
Rm 2-338.
3:00 p.m.- Mind: From Underdetermlnatlon
to Potentiality,
ldravko
Radman, Fulbright VIsiting SCholar, Dept. of Ph losophy, UC
Berkeley. Open. More info: Call Chris Bates at 253-4084.
Email cbates@mit.edu.
Rm E51-275.
4:00 p.m. - The Umlt of CMOS Scaling:
How far Can We Extend It?, Yuan Taur, IBM Research. Refreshments in Room 34-101 at
3:30 p.rn, Open. More info: Call Debroah Hodges-Pabon at 253-5264.
Email debb@mtl.mit.edu.
Web: http://www-mtl.mit.edu/.
Rm
34-101.
4:00 p.m. - Non-Genetlc Individuality
and Multicellular
Behavior of Bacteria, Dr. Phillpe CluzeI, Dept. of Physics &. BIology,
PrInceton University. Open. More info: Call Donna wilker at 253-2021.
Email dwilker@mit.edu.
Rm 5-234.
4:00 p.m. - Factor Graphs, Belief Propagation Algorithms,
and Analog Computation,
And Loellger, Endora Tech AG. A short
reception will follow in the Osbome Room (35-338). Open. More info: Call soosan beheshti at 253-2832.
Email soosan@mit.edu.

Rm

35-225.
4:30 p.m. - Role of Endwall Rows on Compressor Stablltly, Mr. Huu Due Vo, MIT-Gas Turbine laboratory.
Refreshments served
4:15pm. Open. More info: Call Lori Martinez at 253-2481.
Email dragonl@mit.edu.
Rm 31·161.
4:30 p.m. - Role of Endwa I Rows on Compressor Stablltly, Mr. Huu Due Vo, MIT-Gas Turbine Laboratory. Refreshments served
4:15pm. Open. More info: Call Lori Martinez at 253-2481.
Email dragonl@mit.edu.
Rm 31-161.
6:30 p.m.- Ughtlng Sydney's Olympic Boulevard using Mirrors and Translucent
Photovolta/cs,
Barry Webb, lighting engineer, Sydney; VIsiting Professor, MIT.Dept of Architecture Lecture. Open. More info: Call Dept of Architecture at 253-7991.
Rm 1().250.
7:30 p.m. - The Challenges and Rewards of Interracial Datlng, Norma Lopez and Mark Tracy, Residential Ufe and Student Ufe
Programs. Snacks and refreshments
will be served. Closed. More info: Call Van Chu at 258-0091.
Email deepblue@mit.edu.
Web:
http://web.mit.edu/arc/tnb/tuesdays.html.

Wednesday'S
12:00

- 1:00 p.m. - Compton

Events

Gallery Talk. Susan Gamble and Michael Wenyon discuss

view Feb 18-May 6. Admission O. Compton Gallery. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
3:00 p.m. - spouses&partners@mlt
weekly meeting. Open Discussion. Childcare

their exhibit,

provided. Admission

·Observing

the Observers.'

O. W20.4oo.

Sponsor:

on

spous-

es&partners@mit.
4:30 - 10:30 p.m. - MIT Sloan eBuslness Awards. The definitive ·Oscar ceremony' for the Intemet, the MIT Sloan eBusiness
Awards recognize and reward successful innovation in eBusiness. Winners are announced during an elegant evening event. Kresge
Auditorium. Sponsor: MIT Sloan eBusiness Awards.
5:30 p.m. - AMP (Advanced Music Performance)
Student Recital. Margaret Glasner (G). flute; Rebecca Sun, piano. Martin, Piazolla. Harbison, Lavista, Casella. Admission D. Killian Hall. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
7:45 - 10:00 p.m. - Kendo Practice. Come learn the Japanese art of swordfighting under the instruction of sensei Junji Himeno, 7th
dan from Harvard. No experience is necessary. DuPont Gym (Court 2). Sponsor: MIT Kendo Club.
12:00 p.m.- The US Institute of Peace: How Are We DoIng?, Dr. Richard Solomon, President, US Institute of Peace. Bag lunch;
refreshments
will be provided. Open. More info: Call lynne levine at 253-0133.
Emailllevine@mit.edu.
Web:
http://web.mit.edu/ssp/.
Rm E38-615.
12:10 p.m. - Drake Passage and Paleoclimate,

Robert Toggweller,

GFDL. Open. More info: Call Markus

Jochum

at 3-2922.

Email

markus@ocean.mit.edu.
Web: http://www.mit.edu/-mjochum/sack.html.
Rm 54-915.
3:00 p.m. - Retum to the Moon. Mr. Harvey Wlilenberg,
Boeing Corporation.
3:00 to 4:00pm: Lecture - open to all interested.
4:00 to 5:00pm: Discussion - open to registered students only. Open. More info: Call Helen Halaris at 258-5546.
Email
halaris@mit.edu.
Web: http://web.mit.edu/masgc/www/phasel.html.
Rm 37-212.
3:00 p.m.- Remote sensing for Marine Archaeology·
Past, Present and Future, Martln Klein, '62 Summary history of remote sensing for marine archaeology. We will discuss the limitations of the present technology and possible innovations which could advance
the state-of-the-art. Open. More info: Call Katy Croff at 225-7273.
Email croff@mit.edu.
Web: http://web.mit.edu/sts/deeparch.
e51·
095 (subject to change).
•
4:00 p.m. - Latest Results from the Hadley Centre Climate Prediction and Reseach Programme, Alan Thorpe, Hadley centre,
Meteorological
Offtce - NOTE DATE CHANGE II Open. More info: Call Tieh Yong Koh at 8-6910. Email yong@mit.edu. Web:
http://www-paoc.mit.edu/MASSseries.html.
4:00 p.m. - The Remarkable Impact

Rm 54-915.
of Interior Methods

2-349. Open. More info: Call Michael Kleber at 253-7905.

for Constrained

Optimization,

Dr. Margaret

H. Wright,

Computing

~~

UK

Email kleber@math.mit.edu.

Web: http://www-math.mit.edu/-combin.

Rm

2-338.
6:00 p.m. - 1()'250
Presentation
Monthly program for entrepreneurs with speakers and technology-oriented
companies focused
on the issues of building and growing the business. Students: Free; $10/Forum members; $15/noo-members. Open. More info: Call
MIT Enterprise Forum/Camb.at
253-8240. Email mitefc~b@mit.edu.
Web: http://www.mitforum-cambridge.org.
Rm 1().250.

case

Thursday's
12:00·p.m.

- MIT Chapel ~.

Andrew Halberstadt,

Events

organ. Daphna Mor, recorder.

Works by Bach, Handel, Telemann,

Costello.

Admission O. MIT Chapel. Sponsor: office of the Arts.
12:00 • 1:30 p.m. - Freshmen Faculty Lunches: ChoIce of Major and Making Choices. Class of 2003: do you know what you want
to do at MIT? What are you passionate about? Talk to professors about what possibilities
could be your future and ask them how
they made their choices. 20 Chimneys, stud. Center. Sponsor: Office of Academic Services.
4:00 - 6:00 p.m. - Student/Faculty
Mixer. Come mingle with your professorsl Challenge them to a game of Bingo. Twenty Chimneys. Sponsor: Order of Omega.
5:30 p.m. - "Environment
and Development In an unequal World". Book release and panel discussion on 'Global Environmental
Negotiations: Issues and Hurdles in Getting to YES'. Key note address by Nobel laureate Prof Mario Molina. TBA (look for posters).
Sponsor: PAKSMIT.
5:30 p.m. - Global Climate Change: Issues In Getting to 'YES" In an Unequal World. A panel discussion on global climate change.
featuring key note address by Nobel laureate Prof Mario Molina, a book release on ·Global Environmental Negotiations'
by Sunita
Narain, CSE, New Delhi. Admission O. E51·345, Tang Center. Sponsor: Sangam.
8:00 p.m. - PrIncess Ida or The Castle Adamant. MIT Gilbert & Sullivan Players production. $9, $7 MIT community/other
students/children/seniors,
$3 Prefrosh w/Prefrosh 10. Admission 5.00. Sal a de Puerto Rico. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
12:00 p.m. - Alcoholism In the Family, Judy Osborne, Stepfamlly Associates,
Open. More info: Call Family Resource Center at 2531592. Email frc@mit.edu. Web: http://web.mit.edu/personneljwww/frcj.
Rm 1&151.
6:00 p.m. - Database Nation: The Death of Privacy In the 21st century, Simson Garfinkel Open. More info: Call The MIT Press
Bookstore at 253-5249.
Email books@mit.edu.
Web: http://mitpress.mit.edu/bookstore.
Rm 1().250.
Friday's

Events

3:00 p.m. - Composite Materials Synthesis:
learning from Nature, Galen D. Stucky, Un/v of CA, Santa Barbara, Dept of ChemIstry.Receptions
held before seminars at 2:45 p.m. Open. More info: Call Arline Benford at 258-7031.
Email arline@mit.edu.
Web:
http://web.mit.edu/cheme/www/.
4:00 p.rn, - Modell'"
of calcium

Baker House, Dining Hall.

.

enc:es Rsc:b Ctr, Bell Laboratories, Lucent Technololles.
All programs begin with a reception at 3:30 p.m. Open. More info: Call
Prof. Anthony T. Patera at 253-8122. Email patera@mlt.edu. Web: http://web.mlt.edu/sma.
Rm 4·237.
4:15 p.rn. - Jeux de Tableaux, Tom Roby, C
mIa State University, Hayward. Refreshments will be served at 3:30 PM in Room

Rm 66-110.
leaching In cement

.
based

material, Marc Maln&Uy, MIT CEE. Refreshments

at 3:30.

Open. More

info: Rm 1·350.
4:15 p.m. - BasIc Interval Orders, Amy Myers, Unverslty of Pennsylvania.
Refreshments will be served at 3:30 PM in Room 2-349.
Open. More info: Call Michael Kleber at 253-7905.
Email kleber@math.mit.edu.
Web: http://www-math.mit.edu/-combin.
Rm 2-338.
12:10 p.m. - GABLES Lunch with a Woman's Focus. This addition to the end of the month GABLES lunch has women as it's focus
although it is open to all MIT staff' and faculty. The lunch occurs in the middle of the month. TaA. Sponsor: GABLES.
1:00 p.m. - Donald Byrd and Dancers Lecture DemonstratIon. Videos and a lecture-demonstration
by Donald Byrd and two members of his company. T{;lub Lounge. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
5:00 p.m. - AMP (Advanced Music Performance)
Student Recital. Andrew Pak '02, piano. Beethoven, Chopin, Rachmaninoff,
Prokofieff. Admission O. Killian Hall. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
7:00 p.m. - Dogma. The last known descendant of Christ is called upon to save the existence of humanity from being negated by
two renegade angels trying to exploit a loophole. Admission 2.5. 26-100. Sponsor: lSC.
.
7:00 - 1:00 p.m. - Hlp Hop Fest 2000. Music by Native Sound; performances by The Untouchables, Twin Poets, artists of Pro Ghetto
Entertainment,
the Havnotz, Dangerous Mind's, etc. 7·1Q-Show;
1()'1a~party.
Admission 5.00. Johnson Athletic Center. Sponsor:
Office of the Arts.
7:00 -12:00
p.m. - MIT AnIme Shpwing. 4 episodes of our primary series: Nadia; 2 episodes of our secondary series: Serial Experiments lain; feature anime: TBA. U~to-date schedules at http://web.mit.edujanime/www/mitanime.html.
E51-345. Sponsor: Anime
Club, MIT.
•
7:30 p.m. - After Ufe. Asian Rim Series: Japan An ad-hoc selection of characters must select a single treasured memory that will be
recreated on film and given to them as their sole recollection for eternity. Admission 2.5. 1().250. Sponsor: lSC.
8:00 p.m. - Princess Ida or The Castle Adamant. MIT Gilbert & Sullivan Players production. $9, $7 MIT community/other
students/children/seniors,
$3 Prefrosh w/Prefrosh 10. Admission 5.00. Sala de Puerto Rico. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
8:00 p.m. - 'About TIme.". Play written and directed by Science Technology & Society graduate student Chen-Pang Yeang. Admission O. Kresge Little Theater. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
.
'
8:00 p.m. - "Once on this Island.". Student workshop production of the musical by lynn Ahrens and Stephen Raherty, directed by
Sara Jo Elice '01 and Seth Bisen-Hersh '01. Admission O. Kresge Rehearsal Rm B. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
9:00 p.m. - Potluck Performance Art Party. AKA show+tell. Bring video, poetry. slides, anything to read, show. perform and/or consume. N52-115. Sponsor: Office of the Arts.
•
10:00 p.m. - Dogma. The last known descefldant of Christ is called upon to save the existence of humanity from being negated by
two renegade angels trying to exploit a loophole. Admission 2.5. 2&100. Sponsor: LSC.
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son said. Lori Berenson used her
opportunity
to speak out against
poverty and injustice in Peru; the
Peruvian media used her speech to
cast her as a terrorist.
According to Mark Berenson,
Peruvian president Alberto Fujimori
claimed that Berenson admitted her
guilt in this speech.
At the time, Berenson said "if it
is a crime to worry about the inhuman condition in which the majority
of this population lives, I will accept
my punishment."

Four years, four months, and ten
days into former MIT undergraduate
Lori H. Berenson's life.sentence for
high treason in Peru, her parents
Mark and Rhoda Berenson spoke on
her behalf in 10-250.
Berenson was sentenced to life
in prison by a Peruvian military tribunal in 1996 on charges of high
treason and terrorist activity. However, Berenson and her family have
continuously maintained her innocence.
ew efforts to free Lori
"Lori .went to Peru because she
MlCHELLE POVINEUJ-THE TECH
was concerned about the abuse of
Berenson's parents will head to
Rhoda and Mark Berenson, parents of former MIT student Lori
human rights," Rhoda Berenson
Washington
this week to lobby
Berenson, came to campus Monday night to discuss their campaign
said. "We havenever seen specific
before Congress
on her behalf.
for their daughter's release.
charges against Lori."
Under U.S. law, the president is
Mark Berenson
spoke of his
required to take action to free U.S.
daughter living without light, heat,
citizens wrongfully
imprisoned
and running water for the past Jour
abroad.
years, living on 69 cents worth of
"The law is on our side," Mark
food each day.
.
Berenson said. "It is time for Mr.
"These are violations of ... UnitClinton to fulfill his obligation as
ed Nations rules for the treatment of
President of the United States."
. Paul .Parravano
from MIT's
prisoners,"
Mark Berenson said.
"She's totally cut off from the
office of government and communiworld."
ty relations
spoke about MIT's
efforts on Lori Berenson's behalf.
Peru has defended the use of
. "This is a haunting story that I urge
military tribunals because rebel
all of you to think about," Parravano
groups like the Shining Path and the
Tupac Amaro Resistance Movement . said. "We want her back."
Berenson's
cause is currently
intimidated civilian judges to get
supported by the United Nations
lenient sentences.
and many human rights groups.
Mark Berenson said that Lori
"Peru has snubbed
the United
has been in poor health for several
Nations," Mark Berenson said.
years now, including the partial loss
Berenson's parents were highly
of vision in one eye. He attributed
critical of the State Department for
her health problems to malnutrition
their lack of action.
at high altitude and a lack of adeLocal
activist
. James
quate medical treatment.
Williamson presented a resoluBerenson was originally held in
tion passed at Monday's Cama maximum security facility several
miles above sea level in the Andes,
bridge City Council meeting in
support of Berenson. The counbut Peruvian officials moved her to
a minimum security prison at a
cil recognized that Berenson
lower elevation shortly before she
was "wrongfully imprisoned"
was scheduled to appear at an interand voted to support her release.
national hearing. However, BerenBerenson,
now 29, withdrew
son was kept in solitary confinement
.from MIT in 1988. She was arrested
. for 116 days in the second prison,
'Nov. 30, 1995 for allegedly 'aiding
and still is allowed only limited outthe Marxist Tupac Amaru Resisside contact.
Her parents
are
tance guerrilla movement.
allowed one hour of visitation time
The talk was co-sponsored
by
every few.weeks.
the' MIT Social Justice Cooperative
and-Amnesty
International.
The
Peru cast Berenson as terrorist
.Social Justice Cooperative is curAfter her arrest, Berenson was . rently circulating
a petition for
Berenson's release. Several dozen
given one opportunity to speak publicly.
students, faculty, and supporters
,attended.
'
"This did her in," Mark Beren-
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Join the team' of dedicated teachers
at Temple Isaiah in Lexington, ·MA!

Seeking:
Classroom Teachers (Sunday and/or weekday)
High School Teachers (Tuesday night)
Bar/Bat Mitzvah Tutors
Music Teacher
Dance Specialist
Contact;
Monica Weinstein
Director of Education

(781) 8(;)2-7160
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All Swaplt CDsare quality guaranteed,
and shipping to Swaplt ts always FREE.

Remix your music. Swaplt!

Ey I..

AU 'new members who'

a

register by May 30th
.

.

will receive 15 FREESwaplt Bucks for use on swapit.com!
Simply enter registration

code' 4066

when you join, and 15 Swaplt Bucks
wiU immediately be credited to your account!

, [swapit.com]
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STEFAN CARP-THE TECH

Undergraduate and graduate students perfonn In Paragati: The .COMlng of Age in Kresge Auditorium on
Saturday night. The perfonnance was presented by SAAS (South Asian American Students) and Sangam
(MIT's Indian Students' Association).

ANNIE S. CHO/-THE TECH
Y/ XIE-THE TECH

Joseph (Rick Sheridan '03) tells his brothers of his dreams in Next A~t 2000's
the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat.

production of Joseph and
-

Olufemi Omojola G ancl'Nia Jetter '00 perfonn "Spiders" yesterday aftemoon during, Movements in Time's presentation of "liquid Sky:" The perfonriance was a preview for their Spring Concert
scheduled for April 29. at Roxbury Community College.

MIT ASSOCIATION·· OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Spring

TUESDAY, APRIL 11
7PM in Room 3-370

Nominations for the ASA ExecboarCiare now being accepted
asa-exec@mit.edu

http://web.mit.edu/asa
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As per the title, in Dance Troupe's spring
concert, Fusion, all aspects of dance combine
into a spectacular show, easily the troupe's
best so far.
Not to be overly critical toward the past
Dance Troupe concerts, but, however consistently entertaining they were, one thing was
lacking: variety. Out of twenty or so dance
numbers, about half used to be utterly indistinguishable in retrospect: however flawless
the MTV-style choreography, it did tend to be
pretty much the same. No such problem this
year, though: just about every single number
in last weekend's dance exhibition not only
works by itself, but also possesses distinct
character and individuality, while contributing
to a spectacularly
entertaining
show as a
whole.
Dance Troupe's usual strengths are present
in abundance: Fusion is highly theatrical, a
visually extravagant blend of shapes, colors,
and movements. The lighting design is, as
usual, excellent; an early number when the
audience is momentarily blinded by a brief
flash of light and the number of dancers on
stage is multiplied
as if by magic, goes
beyond being a simple dance exhibition and
becomes truly theatrical, in the best meaning
of the word. Fusion, by the way, is theatrical
not only because of-its visuals: choreography
is also used to tell a story in brief but effective
moments. For example, when the stage suddenly becomes empty, leaving a single dancer
all alone in the center of the stage, the dance
achieves empathic power. Another number,
with its elaborate separation of stage into four
primary colors, is evocative and joyful.
The main aspect of Dance Troupe, choreography, is as creative as ever, and even more
varied, resulting in many distinct numbers. A
number that was in danger of becoming as
cliched as a Gap commercial (khaki pants,
washed-out tops, you know) is given elegant
swing-like choreography,
and a Wild Wild
West number is infused with a highly welcome sense of humor. Even the more MTVlike number is given a creative twist, when all
female dancers have their hair down: it's not
quite a Bob Fosse-like isolation, but it certainly provides a focal point for the whole dance.
Some dances work so well that it is frequently impossible to analyze them as a sum
of their parts: they work superlatively, and
that's all. It is always nice to see a classically
choreographed number, but when it is danced
to Handel's The Arrival of The Queen of Sheeba, it becomes even more energetic and spectacular than the more modem numbers. When
a single performer (Jull-Allan Weber '00)
turns an ordinary chair into an expressive
dance partner, the effect is simultaneously
lyrical and startling. When the whole stage is
submerged in muted shadowy forms, and a
line of dancers, all dressed in black and white
costumes, forms an undulating circular shape
to an almost impossibly plaintive harmonica
tune, the effect is nothing short of stunning.
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ay 24 - June 30 • July 5 - August 11

Visiting students

welcome!

Six-week day and evening classes are available on two campuses:

Boston

• Medford

Discover the best value in Boston!
$1, 185 for most courses. Credit can be
transferred-most
courses are equivalent
to four semester hours.

Both campuses are easy to get to,
and offer convenient

® access.

Benefit from a summer course. lighten your fall course load,
concentrate

on a difficult

course or make up credit.

For a catalog,

call (617) 627-3454,

or e-mail: summerfeinfonet.tufts.edu
Our catalog is also on the web:

www.ase.tufts.edu/summer

or mail the coupon below.
Please send a

Tufts Summer Session catalog to:

Name,

_

Address

_

City

State

Zip

mostly during February and March,
but MIT chose not to do it during
those months due to lAP and Spring
Break..

MIT mailed out a thousand surveys last Friday to gauge the severity of alcohol and substance abuse on
Surveys offer gift certificates
campus. The core survey, as it is
As an enticement to fill out the
called, will compile a database for
survey, each person who returns his
both MIT and Boston schools on
survey is eligible to participate in a
student usage of these substances.
drawing for gift certificates from
"MIT is participating in this surTower Records.
vey because of MIT's participation
Those who don't respond to the
in the Boston Coalition," said Dean
survey immediately will receive a
of Students Margaret R. Bates. "The
follow-up survey in about ten days.
Boston Coalition is a group initially
A follow-up postcard will be mailed
made up of 24 area colleges, such as
even later to those who still haven't
Harvard and Boston College. It was
responded.
formed as a higher education task
The data from the current survey
force whose charge is to find ways
to alleviate dangerous drinking on , will be processed through the core
survey office and should be availcampuses." The Boston Coalition
able during the summer.
collectively decided to participate in
the core survey.
MIT Med does survey in 1995
Dean Alberta C. Lipson of the
MIT Medical conducted a simiAcademic Service Office is coordilar survey in 1995. "The reason this
nating administration of the survey
particular survey was chosen again
at MIT. Surveys were mailed to one
was because it is the most widely
thousand randomly chosen MIT
used nationally," Bates said.
undergraduates,
250 from each
In that survey, MIT was below
class. The anonymous survey connational average in both alcohol
tains various questions, relating to
consumption and substance abuse.
the student's previous and current
The Wechsler group at the Haruse of alcohol and illegal subvard School of Public Health also
stances.
carries out an alcohol survey every
The survey was developed by
three years. MIT was not asked to
the Department of Education and
has been given to students on sever- , participate in that survey this year.
While the Wechsler survey focuses
al hundred college campuses across
primarily on binge drinking and its
the country.
effects on students, the core survey
The other Boston-area colleges
is meant to gather data on abuse of
and universities have already conall types of substances.
ducted the same. survey this spring,

_

Write for the, Tech
Call Naveen at 253-1541

Mail to:
Tufts Summer Session
108 Packard Avenue
Medford, MA 02155

Department of
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Freshman Open House
Tuesday, April 11, 2000
'environmental engineering

3:30 to 5:00 PM
Spofford Room 1-236

C>b.
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Free eEE T-Shirts and Food

~
~
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aplt Will Support
·Campus-wi e Eve ts
Swaplt, from Page I

. Representatives of SwapIt met
with MIT. including the CAC'
advisory board. composed chiefly of
students. three weeks ago in the Student Center to assess the possibility
of using the ewbury Comics
space.
Before engaging in talks with
Swaplt.com, MIT considered renting the Student Center space to a
juice bar company, a venture capital
company. and a standardized test
help center. MIT also considered
working with the Admissions and
lriformation Offices to create a visi- .
tor center. but upcoming changes to
Lobby 7 will serve that role.
"I'm happy that the space isn't
staying vacant. and I'm glad MIT is
working to fill the space. However, I
think that Swaplt.com will need to
work very hard to make itself part
of the MIT community, and I'm
excited that they seem willing to put
their energies into this," said
Andrew D. Montgomery '01, a
member of the Undergraduate Association who was involved in talks
with CAC regarding the space.

According to Walsh, reservations about the stability of the new
dotcom 'startup have been quelled
somewhat by the fact that the
Swapltcom entrepreneurs are familiarwiththe MIT campus. One is the
daughter of an MIT graduate, and
worked with MIT in managing
ewbury Comics.
"Dotcoms have a very fast life,"
Walsh said, but "the individuals
involved are experienced and successful in this area."

Faculty members refers Swaplt
The CAe and MIT's real estate
office have been trying to lease out
the open space since Newbury
Comics left in the summer of 1998.
Newbury Comics' "business plan
didn't match up with their being
here any longer," Walsh said.
Finding a company to lease the
space has proved difficult, Walsh
said. because of its size. "Recently
as part of our effort, a faculty member referred [SwapIt.com] to us,';
Walsh said. "They were interested
in securing a small dropoff and Video arcade may be replaced
pickup point in the building," about
The video arcade space in the
the size of a mailbox.
basement of the Student Center may
Aside from the mailboxes in area also be leased to a new company
colleges. Swaplt.com "is also look- within thecoming year. The arcade,
ing at another way to approach the which generated about $130,000 a
[young adult] age group in mall year of profit for MIT ten years ago.
kiosks, where they can test CDs and , 'now makes about $20,000 a year.
games," Walsh said. "What if you The profit from the arcade goes
took this kiosk idea and put it in a towards CAC Program Board's budcollege environment?"
,
get. .

,I

TECH FILE PHOTO .

Newbury Comics, a music and comics store, previously occupied
the currently vacant space on flrst floor of the Student Center.
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Do YOU HAVE A NONENGINEERING

B.A. OR B.S.?
FORMATIO
SESSIO
Wednesday, April 12,
6:30-7:30 p.m.
Boston University
College of Engineering
44 Cummington Street
(next to Nickelodeon Cinemas)
(MBTA B line to BU East)
To reserve your place,
call: 617/353-9760 or
E-mail: leap@bu.edu

GENEROUS

SCHOLARSHIPS

ENGINEERING
OFFERED IN:

ARE AVAILABLE.

The Late Entry Accelerated Program (LEAP) allows students with
non-engineering

undergraduate

degrees to earn a Master of

Science in Engineering at Boston University. Our students include
working

professionals who wish to make a career change and

recent graduates who are interested in broadening their skills

DEGREES

Aerospace
Biomedical
Computer Systems
Electrical
Manufacturing
Mechanical

before entering the high tech job market.
Boston University, College of Engineering
48 Cummington

Street, Boston, MA 02215

www.bu.edu/eng/leap/
An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR SALEOriginal Surrealist and existentIalist oil paintings. Indian Globe
Art Gallery (formerly a resturant) 744
Mass. Ave. Cambridge (next to Middle East Restaurant). Hours are Wed.
to Sun. 12:00-5:30
P.M. plus open
house on Thursday from 5:30-9: P.M.
Tel 617-441-5338
.

Help Wanted
EGG DONORS NEEDED!! Desperately
wanted by infertile, hopeful parents.
All races needed. Ages 21-30. Compensation
$5,000.
Please call:
OPTIONS National Fertility Registry at
(800) 886-9373 or visit www.fertilityoptions.com
PART TIME COMPUTER TECHNI·
ClAN Baystate Financial Services
· has an immediate opening for a Computer Technician with a minimum of 2
years experience. Hardware and LAN
knowledge
is a must.
The right
applicants
will also posses basic
Internet skills, software organizational skills and knowledge of Microsoft
Applications.
Baystate provides flexible business hours and competitive
pay in a fast-paced friendly environ- •
ment. This is a great opportunity for
the right undergrad or graduate student.
Please send resumes
to:
Baystate Financial Services Attn:
Robert Goscinak, One Exeter Plaza,
Suite 1400, Boston, MA 02116
Email:
bgoscinak@bostonbfs.nefn.com
Researchers at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center seek subjects
who have had unprotected sex within
the last 72 hours for a study evaluating a medfcatton to prevent pregnancy from occurring.
Benefits include
study medication at no charge, $100
stipend,
and the poss-ibility
of
decreased
side effects compared
with more commonly used emergency
contraceptives.
For more information
call 667 ~2254.

AS and Moe ~,

How Nutrients can Elidt Phystological
'Changes in the Brain
.

Get $20-$120 an hour viewing internet
ads.
Free
slgnup.
http://www.bepaid.com/useTs.rhtml?
.
RERD=10032855
.
Make $20 just to subscribe to a free
ezme & $5 for each referral. Remember to put zlogvz as. the referrer's 10
and j.ust1pooki@aol.cqm
referrers
email'
address
http://www.myemag.com

as

an evening with Richard Wurtman,
Director, MIT Clinical Research Center

CAM-CENTRAL SQUARE: LUXURY 3
AND 4 BED APTS. AVAILABLE 9/1.
HIGH CEILINGS,
0/0, CENTRAL
HEAT/AIR,
HUGE.
CALL
TIM
@(617)905-6428,
R.E.
Modeling Ie Acting Have you always
dreamed of being a model or actor
but don't know were or how to get
started? New Faces MIETOUR is coming to your area soon. For. more info
call 1~877-MIE·TOUR.

AP'RIL .1 I

5PM
ROOM 6'-120

NEED A PLACE TO' STORE YOUR
STUFF FOR THE SUMMER?
New
Self-Storage
Facility. Climate Controlled, Secure. Steps from the T.
Brighton Self-Storage 617-739-4401,
1360 Commonwealth Ave., Brightonselfstorage@yahoo.com

• Travel
· BE FLEXIBLE ••• SAVE $$$Europe
$169 (o/w + taxes) CHEAP FARES
WORLDWIDE!!
Mexico/Caribbean
$199 (r/t + taxes) Call: 800-3262009 wwwAcheapair.com
POST FINAL PARTYIMay
14-18 5
days, 4 nights in sunny Bahamas
Includes roundtrip air & transfers, 4
nights hotel accommodations
&
taxes Starting at $399 Cal 1-800GET-SUN1 for info

Solutions to .Crossword
from page 8
MEETILAGERISPAS

The MIT BRAINTRUST
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1\ve ve Stu ents Get
Temporary Housing
Fire, from Page 1
Random was closed off indefinitely pending further investigation of
the fire's cause and repairs from
smoke
damage,
said
MIT
spokesman Kenneth D. Campbell.
Approximately
twelve students
reside in the closed section and
will be housed temporarily
in

Join us alone or as a team to compete for the
best edible Matza structure!

lounges and other rooms at Random.
. Campbell added that all other
floors in the 282 Massachusetts
Avenue section and all floors in the
290 Massachusetts Avenue section
were unaffected
by the fire and
remain open.
Rima Arnaout contributed to the
. reporting of this story.

'.
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Tuesday, April 11-- 4pm-5:30pm
Twenty Chimneys, Stratton Student Center
.

When you buy products made from recycled materials.

Sponsored by Jewish Campus Service Corps

.

To enter as a team, email Lisa atjcsc@mit.edu by April 10

recyclinq keeps working. To find out more. call1-800-CAll-EDF.

a II
• ~ ~""=="
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ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE
FUND

ElF

This space donated by The Te-ch

Colon cancer is the second
leading cancer
and everyone
aged 50 and older is at risk.
More than 50,000 Arht:ricans
wiD die fiom colon cancer and
131,600 new cases wiD be
diagnosed' this year.

killer

Colon cancer is an equal opportunity disease that affects both women
and men. This silent killer frequently
begins without symptoms and those
with a family history are .ateven
greater risk.
Colon cancer is preventable-s-even
. curable when detected early. In
fact, if cancer is found early enough,
the patient has more than a 90
percent chance of survival.
Colon cancer screenings are safe and
effective and are now covered by
Medicare and an increasing number
of other' health provider-s: There's
eve.n a test that can be used in the
privacy of your OVvl1 home.

Talk to your doctor about .

getting tuted.

If you want to make a high-velocity career move,
check out Automation Alley.
Located in Michigan's Oakland County,
Alley is the nation's newest technology cluster.
.
.
And Automation Alley is on par or better than those more

Automation

established dusters like Silicon Valley and Boston's Route 128.
Here you'll find a lower cost of living. A higher per capita
income. Housing at nearly half the cost. Premium
compensation packages. Diverse technologies. And an
employment rate moving 80% faster than the nation's.

.

Explore a low-risk, high-opportunity technology cluster.- Visit the web site. Take a
virtual job tour. Find out why your potential for success starts right here.
SPONSORED BY THE NATIONAL
COLORECTAL CANCER ROUNDTABLE
FOR MORE INFORMATION. CALL THE
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY·
~T 1-800-ACS-23.S

-

www.automationalley.com
This space donated by The Tech
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Management
and technology.
Application
and innovation.

By

aveen Sunkavally

NEWS EDITOR

MIT will terminate its sevenyear lease of its 91 apartment units
at Worthington Place this summer,
according to Director of Real Estate
Peter A. Lewis.
MIT will be "giving those units
back to management, as soon as the
agreement is actually signed" with
the owner of Worthington
Place,
Lewis said. "Everything is still subject to final approval [but] we have
reason to expect nothing
will
change."
The lease will terminate over the
summer between
June 30 and
August 31.

tried to rent out the remaining 40
apartments vacated there, but it has
been unsuccessful
Residents not informed yet
Eisenhard said that none of the
residents of Worthington has been
informed of the termination of the
lease yet. "We've heard rumors
from MIT," she said. "As far as I
know, I'm staying
there until
August."
However, in March, Worthington Place did present MIT tenants
with an addendum to their lease that
stipulated that MIT would pay their
last month's
rent. Worthington
Place was not aware of the addendum at the time of signing the con-:
tract in 1998, but was reminded of it
through MIT, 'Eisenhard said.

MIT paying rent for empty units
MIT is currently paying rent for
approximately 40 unoccupied units
GSC not consulted
at Worthington Place, each costing
Graduate Student Council Presi$2,110 per month, according to resident Luis A. Ortiz G said he was not
dent Julie L. Eisenhard G. The teraware that MIT was working to termination of the lease was a way to
put a stop to paying for unused
minate the lease with the owner of
Worthington Place. While it-is good
housing.
, MIT had leased units at Worthat MIT will no longer be paying
rent for empty apartments,
it is
thington Place in 1998 in order to
"unfortunate MIT didn't subsidize
provide housing for graduate students who were displaced
from
grad students to stay in the rooms if
Tang Hall by incoming undergraduthey were to remain empty," Ortiz
ates.
said.
If the agreement to terminate the
Of the 91 units, 36 were reserved
lease is signed, graduate students'
for those displaced from Tang, an
living in Worthington will have to
additional 30 could be rented out by
enter the housing
market after
other graduate students, and the
remaining 25 'were meant for lease
August. MIT is currently making
plans to renovate the NW30 buildto MIT affiliates.
ing at 224 Albany Street by the fall
For the first year, MIT provided
of 2001 to accommodate 125 gradugraduate students
subsidy to keep
ate students.
.
the cost at $1,450 per month; howHowever, "the ultimate goal is
ever the subsidy ended after the first
the dorm on Sidney and Pacific
year, and the price of a two-bedStreet, which we have been pushing
room Worthington unit jumped to
for for years," Ortiz said. Plans to
$2110 per month.
build that dorm, which could potenFollowing the increase, a large
fraction of the graduate students at . tiaUy house' 500-700' stUdents, have
been set back to 2003:
~
Worthington moved out. MIT has

a

JAMES CAMP-THE

at

TECH

MIT has agreed to tenninate its lease on apartments"
Worthington Place, a Cambridge apartment complex located east of MIT's
campus.

athena% addua
athena% vote
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brainGem
the

next big thing on the web

is creating the company that creates the .companies

venture backed startup. solid management. alley & \he lIa\\e'l

open house April 12

3pm.gpm (617)279-82001 Intemational Place 7\1'\Roof Bos\oo, w.. 02~'~

·bring 3 copies of yoW resume, URL and best ideas. tell johnnyB@bra\nGem.com ~()ute c()m\,,~\()~\)\110.
_ 1year old, 1991 .

2 )lears old, 1992
. 1

SteVie Ace Flores. .'
Killed by a drunk driver on March 23, 1993~ .
on Pacific Coas~Highway in Wilmington, Calif.
If you don't stop your friend from driving drunk, who will?
.

.

Do whatever it takes.

.

u.s. DepartrJ,ent ofTran$portation

t ,

Princess Ida
or The Castle Adamant·
Stage Director It Erik Lars Myers
Music Director. Jen Hazel
Orchestra Director • David C Larrick
Producer -'- Ashwini G Deshpande G

APRJL
APRJL
APRJL
APItIL

7,8
9
13)4,15
16 .:

La Sala de Puerto Rico
l\1IT Student Center
84 Massachusetts Ave
Cambridge, :MA

u.J •••••• ~••••••

~8PM
2PM
8PM
2PM

$3 Prefrosh with prefrosh ill
$5 :MITlWellesley Students
$7:MIT Community, seniors,
other students, and children
$9 General Public

http://web.mit. edul gsp/wwwl
call: 617.253.0190
e-mail: gsp-tickets@mit. edu

authors@mif"
presents

son
Garfinl<el

But to keep recycltnq

f

w~rking to help p~otect the
environment,

buy those products .

.speakinq on his new book

Database

you .need to .

BUY RECYCLEDI ..

a

A.ND SAVE:
r·

So look for products made

Thursday, April 13, 6 p.m.

I

MIT 10-250, enter at 11 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge

from recycled materials, and

;

Ii
~l

•

I
I

. .I

buy them. It would mean the

I

world to all of us.

Fifty years ago, in 1984, GeorgeOrwell imagined a future in which privacy was decimated by a totalitarian state that used spies, video
surveillance, historical revisionism, and control over the media to maintain its power. Those who worry about personal privacy and
identity - especially in this day of technologies that encroach upon these rights - still use OrweU's "Big Brother" language to discuss
privacy issues. But the reality is that the age of a monolithic Big Brother is over. And yet the threats are perhaps even more likely to
destroy the rights we've assumed were ours,

I:I

For a free brochure, write
Buy Recycled,

EnVirOnm~tali

Defense fund, 257 Park Ave.

Ioday's threats to privacy are more widely distributed than they were in Orwell's state, and they represent both public and private
interests. Over the next fifty years, we'll see new kinds of threats to privacy that don't find·their roots in totalitarianism
capitalism, the free market, advances in technology, and the unbridled exchange of electronic information.

but in

or call1-800-CALL-EDf

Simson Garfinkel is a columnist for the Boston Globe and a freelance technology writer. He is author of Architects of the Information
Society (MIT Press, 1999), and co-author of Stoppin.g Spam (O'Reilly & Associates, 1998).

authors@mit™

is a series cosponsored by M IT Libraries and The M IT Press Bookstore

Info: 617 253.5249

• authors@mit.edu

• http://mitpress.mit.edu/bookstore/events/

South. New York, NY 10010, .

·
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Net Nanny
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./
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JudBoard Policies
Hinder Discussion
Story, from Page 1

J.

','

"I think that they found a silly
way of trying to solve their problem
because it's not really a problem
that can be solved," he said ..
VA President
Matthew
L.
McGann '00 noted that the e-mail
was only a request, and that "a kindly request is not a violation of free
speech."
Christopher R. Rezek '99 voiced
concerns that this policy will keep
students who are currently uninformed from learning more about
the candidates.
"What I'm afraid of is that students who are looking for more
information about candidates will
find it difficult to obtain it," he said.
Kelly noted that "limiting the email forums limits the only way that
students have for discussing the
forums."
"I think that an open discussion
. of the candidates is healthy for the
school. I don't think that you should
limit the students' voices," Rao said.
"I think that it's clear that the
Judicial Boardis trying to ensure a
fair election process. If I were on
the commission this year, I would
lean towards less restraints rather
.than more," Rezek said. -,

software, requiring the online voting
process to be restarted.
In addition, several candidates
have been charged with postering
violations, many of which may have
resulted from poster tampering by
unknown parties.
As a result of these alleged postering violations, the ticket consisting of Christopher D. Smith '01 and
Patrick D. Kane '03 was removed
from the ballot on Wednesday
moming.
An appeal was issued to the
Judicial Board, who decided to put
Smith and Kane back on the ballot
but temporarily suspend VA Presidential elections until the matter
could be 'sorted out further.
Low voter turnout feared
Many people who are involved
with the election process worry that
voter turnout for the revote will be
much lower than for the original
vote. In 1997, the last time that the
VA election was rerun, only 643
students voted.
"To have a weak election like we
did a few years ago is something
that Just can't happen. We need a'
strong mandate," Wasfy said.
"We have got to make sure that
people don't lose faith in the VA,"
Rao said.
"The UA is a critical aspect of
student life at MIT,' and I encourage
everyone to go to the polls," said
presidential, candidate Peter Shulman '01.
.

Election marred by mishaps
This year's election process has
already been marred by several
mishaps. On Wednesday morning, a
major bug was found in the election

•
At campus.HotDispatch.col11.
Is your brain full of HTMl, Java, or c/c++~ Is Mlinux-' your middle name?
campus.HotDispatch.com
con turn that knowledge into cash!
HotDispatch is the online marketplace where people buy and.sell , .' .'
technical expertise. Requesters post their questions with a price
'
they'll pay for an answer. Providers (that's you, genius!)
respond online with answers, and Ica-ching! you're making
money. From your donn r()(')fl'). When you wont. Without
commitment. For free.
Transacting services online is the wave of the future and
HotDispatch gets you in on the ground Roor. The opportunities
are limi~ess. Want 10 ask a question~ Use our $25
spending credit. Want a class notes exchange?
You got it! And did we mention we're hiring?
J6in the HotDispatch f'8WIutionl Register by
3/31/00
and you'll be automatically entered
into the $75,000 HotDispatch Sweepstakes!
(See campus.hotdispatch.com

for details.)
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ake Tournament De t
Overmatched Young Team Keeps Their Spirits High to Upset Opponents
By Oskar Bruening
TEAM MEMB/;'R

This Saturday's
4th Annual
Shoryuhai
Harvard-Radcliffe
Kendo Club Intercollegiate In itationa I Tournament
was a big day for a
team of five undergraduate members
of the MIT Kendo
Club, which included Oskar Bruening

'03 (senpou), Jennifer Yo on '03
Uiho),
hin-Yan
Wong'
'03
(chukan),
Steve
Wang
'03
(fukusho)
and Club president
Elaine Wan '01 (taisho).
The
MIT
Kendo
Club
(MITKC) was founded in 1999
and the team members had been
training for only one year under
the instruction
of Mr. Junji
Himeno, 7th Dan, Visiting Scholar
at Harvard
University's
Reisstruck a last second winning kote
chauer Institute. This Saturday's
against
Yale. MIT's
chukan,
competition
was the first time
Wong, played a very well and garMIT has been represented
in an
nered a main point to tie with Harintercollegiate
kendo tournament
vard's C team. MIT's fukusho put
and was also the first tournament
up a very good fight against the
experience for the MIT team. The
Yale team eventhough
he was
young squad faced a number of
pushed out of the
tough
colle'
court
several
giate competi- .... -.....-------times.
MIT's
tors
at
the
taisho, Wan, in
Shoryuhai
the last match
tournament,
against
Harincluding three
vard's
C team
Harvard
Unistruck a winning
versity teams,
kote to break the
University
of
tie and, win the
Co nn e c t ic u t
match.
with
two
-The
Fourth
teams, Cornell
Shoryuhai interUniversity,
collegiate
tourMcGill Univernament, hosted
sity, Yale Uniby the Harvardversity,
and
Radcliffe Kendo
University
of
Club, is the most well-known
Chicago. Many of the other colleintercollegiate
kendo ·tournament
giate teams 'included
members
in the United States. The former
who had practiced kendo for more
Japanese Prime Minister Mr. Ryuthan ten years and many had more
taro Hashimoto donated the two
shiai experience.
The MITKC
trophies and named the tournateam managed to keep high spirits
ment by calling it the "rising dragand finished the day off winning
on" or shoryu.
Twelve
teams
two matches against Harvard Unientered this year's tournament·
versity's C. team and University of
from all over. North America,
Connecticut's B team.
including Canada.
MIT's senpo, Bruening, set the
The team will be competing
pace for the team by giving more
against
the Harvard-Radcliffe
experienced kendokas a very hard
Kendo Club on the 22nd of April
time. In a very exciting
match
starting at 7:30 p.m. at Dupont.
against Yale, MIT's jiho, Yoon,

"AUlwughwe did not
win the trophy, we did
.better than we expected
and we did have the
largest cheering section
at the tournament. "
-' Oskar Bruening

c'

iii'

.Eqnestrians Focus on Regional Berth
By Jenny Lee
TEAM MEMBER

On Saturday., the equestrian team
traveled to Apple Knoll Farm in
southern Massachusetts for a horse
show
hosted
by
Tufts University.
Due to extremely
windy conditions, the
competition was held
in the indoor arena.
MIT got off to a slow start in the.
morning jumping classes. The team,
lost potential points due to the unexpected absence of
Kristen
Landino
'02, the only MIT
rider competing in
the open division.
Tara Mullaney
'02 had a promising round in her
intermediate jumping class, but had
an
unfortunate
'refusal at the second to last fence,
which took her out
of the top six. Junlin Ho '01 was the
first MIT equestrian to win a ribbon
for the day, placing fifth in a large
intermediate over fences class. New
rider Paige Hopewell '02 gave an

impressive performance,
placing
sixth in her novice jumping class,
despite having made the transition
to the English tyle of riding shortly.
before the show, after many years of
riding Western.
Flat class brightens

MIT's hopes

Things took a tum for the better
with the start of the flat classes in
the early afternoon. Jenny Lee '02
had a solid ride, winning second in.
the intermediate flat division. Sara
Etemadi '01 had a stunning victory
in her advanced
walk-trot-canter
class, clinching
the blue ribbon.
Diana Cheng '03
alsorode exceptionally
. we ll ,
placing second in
the walk-trot category.
Cynthia R~ndies '00 won a
third place in the
beginner
walktrot-canter
division" and Mullaney
placed
fourth
in
er
intermediate flat class. Four riders
placed sixth: Sarah Low '02 and Ho
in their respective intermediate flat

. Sara Etemadi'Ol
.had a ~tunning victory in her advanced
walk-trot-canter
class, clinching the
blue ribbon.

classes, Megan McLemore '00 in
the advanced .walk-trot-canter division, and Hopewell in the novice
flat category.

WENDY GU-THE
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Ben Chambers '01 fires a shot during the Alumni Pistol Match
held this past Saturday_

Pheiffer Sees Three
Fighting for Central
. By Rory P. Phelffer
SPORTS

nals to have a chance.

COLUMNIST

There is no clear-cut choice to
take home the National league central crown. It should come down to
a
three-

Column

team race
tho ugh,
between
the Reds, Astros and Cardinals.
Everybody is saying adding Griffey
to Cincinnati will put them over the
top, and though I don't doubt Griffey's talents and abilities, I think the
Reds are still missing a key component. They were overachievers last
year, and my gut feeling is that they
will come down to earth some this
year. On paper Cincinnati's batting
order looks very tough to beat, but I
don't think their players can maintain the same level of playas they
did last year, even though they have
added Griffey and Dante Bichette.
Also, Cincinnati lacks a go-to starting pitcher, though, their bullpen is
very strong.

VI

Several riders close to regionals
The results of this show brought
three riders within reach of qualifying for this year's regionals.
In
order to qualify for regionals, a rider
must accrue 35 points in his or her
jumping or flat class.
Lee "has 31 points in the intermeSt. Louis Cardinals
diate flat division, and both Etemadi
The Cardinals have some power
and McLemore have 29 points in
in their line-up With Mark McGwire
the advanced walk-trot-canter diviand Fernando Tatis, and J.D. Drew,
sion. Each of these riders has a
but their real strength lies in their
chance of attaining the 35 point
starting pitchers: Kent Bottenfield,
requirement and· pointing up to the
Darryl Kile, Pat Hentgen, and Andy
next higher division at the last comBenes are all proven pitchers with
petition of the spring season, to be
the ability to win ball games. Kile,
hosted by Boston University next
Hentgen, and Benes all struggled a
Sanrrday.
.
bit last year, but I look for them to
Two MIT riders have. already
bounce back and give St. Louis one
qualified for regionals this year: Ho
of the best rotations they've ever
in both the novice jumping and flat
had.
cate.gories,
and Randles
in the
However,
outside
of their
walk-trot division. Regionals will
power hitters, the Cards do not
be held at Holly Hill Show Stable
have a lot to write home about in
next Sunday, also hosted by Boston
University. The team will continue . their batting order. It is players
like Fernando Vina and Eli Marto train with Coach Kate Alderferrero who have to step-up their proCandela in preparation
for next
duction for Tony LaRussa's Cardiweekend.

Houston Astros
That leaves the Astros. Their top
five in the batting order is one of the
best in the majors with Craig Biggio,
Roger Cedeno, Jeff Bagwell, Ken
Caminiti, and Moises Alou, They, like
the Reds, are hurting a bit when it
comes to starting pitchers, but 1 look
for Jose Lima, Shane Reynolds, and
Octavio Dotel to pick-up the slack.
The one wild card that remains is
Dwight Gooden. If he finds his
stuff, the Astros will have a good
starting rotation, if not, hopefully
Scott Elarton will be back from
shoulder surgery soon. Either way,
like I said before, I'm going to take
the Astros to win the division.
The cellar dwellers
The Pirates have a strong lineup, but they lack any marquee players to lead them to a pennant run.
They have enough talent stay in the
middle of the Central.
That leaves the Cubs and Brewers as the cellar dwellers, and in this
race, I'm going to have to give the
nod to the Brewers for the worst
team in the division, as well as in
the National League. Outside of
their one spotlight, Jeromy Bumitz,
Milwaukee fans don't have much of
a baseball season to look forward to.
Might as well start waiting in line
for Packers tickets.
Concerning the Cubs, they have
too many inconsistent
players in
their line-up. The heart of their lineup, Sammy Sosa, Mark Grace, and
Henry Rodriquez, can produce runs,
but the rest of their line-up doesn't
have this ability. Add that with a
starting rotation that isn't very spectacular,
with or without Kerry
Wood, and you have another season
in the doldrums for the Cubbies.

Undefeated Home Streak Ends with Double Header Losses to Wheaton
Baseball,,from

Page 28

ning streak snapped as they were
swept by the Lyons 10-3 and 1-0.

ball programs in the Greater Boston
'vicinity but struggling in their 2000
Engineers' errors cause loss
campaign. The result was an ugly,
In Game 1 the Engineers hung
excruciating 19-3 loss for the Engiclose to the conference leaders for
neers that left them'Iicking
their
four innings before a faltering
wounds and marveling at the flre-: defense opened the floodgates in the
power of the Brandeis lineup.
. 5th. A bases-loaded
single by
With the sharp-sting
of the
Wheaton freshman third baseman
blowout still fresh in their minds, the
Scott Beattie took a bad hop and
T's returned home on Saturday April
scooted between the legs of Tech
8 to face bitter NEWMAC rival
center fielder Loreto, allowing three
Wheaton College in a doubleheader.
runs to score. The error capped a
MIT had its four-game home winfive-run inning for the Lyons, and

juriior pitcher Craig Zapenas made it
stand by shutting down the Tech
offense entirely after a three-run first
inning. Zapenas recorded
1-2-3
innings in the 2nd, 3rd, 6th, and 7th
and 4-batter innings in the 4th and
5th. RBI singles from McKenney
and Albrecht in the first provided the
only offense that MIT could muster.
In Game 2 wind gusts picked up
to around 35 mph, turning the contest into a classic pitchers'
duel.
Extra-base
hits were turned into
catchable fly balls, and extra movement on pitches produced ground

balls instead of line drives. The
result was four hits and no earned
runs between the two teams in a
contest-that lasted a little over an
hour. Tech pitcher Piho was masterful for the third straight appearance, striking out three and walking
none. However, he undeservingly
picked up his first loss of the season
because of MIT's failure to finish on
defense. With two outs in the 3rd
inning, a throwing error by shortstop
Goetz'
placed
Wheaton
baserunner Phil Desilets on second.
On the very next play, another

throwing error by third baseman
Billing scored Desilets from second.
Piho closed the inning with a strikeout and went on to record 1-2-3
innings in the last four innings, but
he could receive no offensive support in the blustery conditions.
Lyon freshman pitcher Mike Hunsinger retired 27 of the 28 batters he
faced, one shy of a perfect game.
McKenney broke up Hunsinger's
bid for perfection in the 5th inning
with a leadoff single down the leftfield line, but he was stranded at
third base to end the inning.
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By Theresa Burianek
TEAM MEMBER

Last Saturday, under sunny but
windy skies, the Women's
Track
and Field Team hosted the University of Southern
Maine, in what was
dubbed
the MIT
Showdown
Meet.
What
the
meet
turned out to be was
a showcase
of the
extreme talent of the squad with a
122.5 to 76.5 victory over USM.
TechTrack started the meet well
with a victory time of 20:23.92 in
the 5000-meter
race for senior
Jantrue Ting, a 17 second improvement on her previous time. From
there the wind picked up and was
evident throughout the day as Tech
Track's times were not their best

performances. However, there were
a few exceptions. Freshman Afua
Banful left the competition in the
dust as she claimed victory in the
200M dash, with a rookie record
time of 27.76. Chi-An Wang '01
also performed well in her debut
time of 72.24 in the 400 Hurdles.

Despite wind

IT field prevails

While the wind hampered the
times on the track, the MIT field
squad had a much more successful
day. Over 50 percent of the marks in
the field events were personal
records.
Leading the way was Princess
Imoukhuede '02, a first place finisher in the discus, shot, and hammer.
Imoukhuede also set a new school
record in the hammer with a NCAA
qualifying throw of 146' 11". Akua

Asa Awaku '03 took second in the
shot put with a throw of 33' 1.25"
despite having the wind against her.
Tech's heptathlete,
Theresa
Burianek '99, also took three victories from her seven event day.
Burianek started the day in a battle
with a USM jumper in the long
jump. Tied for first going into the
last round, Burianek eclipsed her
USM opponent and took the event
with a school record leap of 16'
1". Burianek dominated the jumps
on Saturday as she also won the
triple and high jump.
Next saturday, the Engineers
travel to Colby College in for the
annual MIT vs. Maine Meet on
Saturday.
MIT will face Bates,
Bowdoin, Colby, and USM as they
try to preserve their undefeated
season.

Score Card
1 MIT

Long Jump
1 Theresa Burianek 16-1 [PR,VR,EC]

Pole ault
3 Stephanie Norris 9-6 [NCAA]
4(tie) Vanessa Li 9-6 [NCAA]
Jean Barnwell 8'-0" [PR,NE]

Javelin Throw

800-meter
2 Melanie Harris 2:39.89 [PRJ
3 Leah Nichols 2:43.55
4 Theresa Burianek 2:46.26 [PRJ
Christina Cosman 2:47.06

ISOO-meter

I Theresa Burianek 32'-10" [NE]
2 Rui Tang 30'-6 3/4" [PRJ

Shot Put

l06-meter dash

I Princess Imoukhuede 38'-11 1/2"
[PR,VR,EC]
2 Akua Asa-Awuku 33'-1 114" [PR]
Tiffany Bostick 30'-5 1/4" [PRJ
Theresa Burianek 27-8 1/2
Diana Bolton 27'-4" [PRJ
Miquela Vigil 26' -II"

I Afua Banful 13.53 [RR]
3 Adeline Kuo 13.98
Rui Tang 15.52 [PR]

4x106-meter relay

l06-meter burdles

4x406-meter relay

I Alyssa Thorvaldsen 16.77 [NE]
2 Theresa Burianek 17.59 [PR]
Jen Selby 19.02 [PRJ

4x800-meter relay

Hammer Throw

206-meter dash

I Princess Imoukhuede 146-11
[PR,VR, NCAA]
4 Akua Asa-Awuku 91-6
Jean Barnwell 87-8 [PRJ
Diana Bolton 86-6 [PR]
Miquela Vigil 66-3
Jennifer Underwood 61-7 [PRJ

I Afua Banfu127.76 [PR,RRl
3 Adeline Kuo 29.11
Jean Barnwell 35.14 [PRJ

1 Theresa Burianek 4'-8"
3 Sofy Tarud 3'-9" [PR]

Triple Jump

GOINGTHE DISTANCE - Rui Tang '03 sets her personal record of
30 feet and 6 3/4 inches in the triple jump event for the women's
outdoor track and field meet last Saturday.

2 USM 76,.50

3 Theresa Burianek 70'-1"
Akua Asa-Awulru 65'-5" [PR]
Sofy Tarud 61 '-6"
Jean BarnweJl 59 -4" [PR]
Annemarie Sheets 52' -1"
Miquela Vigil 48'-1" [PR]
Diana Bolton 44'·5" [PR]

BighJump

,"flNG-TAl HUH-THE TECH

122.50,

Tiffany Bostick 89-5 CPR]
Diana Bolton 78-5 [PRJ
Akua Asa-Awuku 74'-6"
Miquela Vigil 65'-4"

Discus Throw

.

I Princess lmoukhuede 104-2 [PR]
4 Jennifer Underwood 96-7 [PR]

I Debbie Won 5:07.64
2 Robin Evans 5: 18.47

3000-meter
2 Melanie Harris 12:20.06 [PR]
3 Marissa Yates 12:25.80 [PRJ'

5000-meter
I Jantrue Ting 20.38.92
3 Helen Huang 24:17.92 [PRJ
I (Adeline, Alyssa, Banful, Chi-An) 52.22
1 (Vanessa, Stephanie, Adeline, BB) 4:44.49
I (Deb, Alyssa, Robin, Chi-An) 10:33.16
[TB]

400-meter
2 Stephanie Norris 75.20
3 Vanessa Li 75.81 [PRJ

400-meter hurdles
1 Alyssa Thorvaldsen 69.17 [NE]
2 Chi-An Wang 72.24 [PRJ
'4 Jen Selby 82.98 [PRJ

Baseball's Losing Streak at Four
Engineers Seem to Produce Only Behind Pitcher Jason Szuminski's Arm
By Alvin Eric Loreto

inning.
The T's returned to Worcester
April 6 for another conference
game, this time with NEWMAC eellar-dwellars Clark University. MIT
jumped to a 7-3 lead but could not
hold on, eventually dropping a wild,
sloppy 15-9 decision that gave Clark
its first conference victory of the
season. Despite the frustrating.
defensive performance,
MIT displayed some fireworks on offense:
leadoff hitter Ethan T. Goetz '00
made yet another solid offensive
contribution
with three hits and
three stolen bases, and third baseman Albrecht went 3-for-5 with a
double and two runs scored.
On Friday April 7 MIT took a
break from conference play to visit
Brandeis University, traditionally
one of the premier Divisio~ ill base-

whose blazing 91-mph fastball and
wicked slider produced 10 strikeouts
and many harmless
ground-ball
outs.
.
April 5 saw Szuminski and his
team take their show on the road to
Worcester for their NEWMAC conference
opener
against
WPI.
Although he had lost a bit from his
fastball, Szuminski exhibited solid
control and excellent command of
his off-speed pitches, giving up just
one earned run in another completegame 6-2 victory. Szuminski scattered seven hits and struck out 8,
bringing his record to 3-1 and lowering his ERA to an astounding
1.85. The Engineers rallied to the
win behind clutch two-out run-scoring hits in the 4th inning from
Christopher
J. Albrecht
'00 and
John J. Kogel '03, as well as a monster two-out,
3-run double by
Matthew R. Berger 'Olin the 5th

TEAM MEMBER

After smooth sailing into their
sixth victory in a row, the varsity
baseball team finally encountered
the rough waters of
the NEWMAC last
week. As a result,
the T's dropped four
straight games, leaving them with a 7-9
record.
Before abysmal defense doomed
them to their current slide, the Engineers had stretched their winning
streak two more games thanks to the
dominating
right arm of pitcher
Jason E. Szuminski '00. On March
30th, Szuminski pitched a completegame, 3-hit shutout as MIT defeated
UMass-Boston 7-0 to close out their
four-game homestand. No baserunner for the Beacons (10-9) made it
past second base on Szuminski,

Baseball, Page 27

At Cambridge, MA - 4I9lOO

2ND GAME
Lyons 1 • Engineers 0

1ST GAME
Lyons 10 - Engineers 3
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Wheaton
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Denorfia If
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Beattie 18

5
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Albrecht II., 1-21
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3
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0
0
0
0
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0
0
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0
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0
0
0
2
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
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3
3
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GoetzSS

LoretoCF
PiIJo P
McKenney RF
Berger 18
Albrecht 28
KogeIC
McDona ..lf
Bllling3B

1
2
2
2
2

Totals
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0
0
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0
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0
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0
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0
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Wheaton

001

MIT

000

3 0

1
0

1

2

3 5 2

E: BissomIetti, Hoye, PlIo, Loreto. DP: W 1. LOB: W 6, MIT 4. 2B: Beattie. 3B:
None. HR: None. sa: Desilets 2, Deaorfia, BissoRneIti. CS: by GiIIAartin (Hoye).

bpenas

Whalen 18
Souza 3B

r

3

10 112

0
0

Desilets CF
Hoye RF
Deaorfia If

ab
3
3
3
3
3

IP

H

ER

BB

7

5

1

1

IP
5

H
10

ER
8

1

1

0

BB
1
1

SO
2
SO
1

0

HBP: by bpenas 2 IMcDonaId, Puffl. WP: Albrecht. PH: Beansoleil. BK: None.

E: Goetz, 8iIIng. DP: MIT 1. LOB: W 0, MIT 1. 2B: Whalen.
3B: None. HR: None. S8: None. CS: None.
PO: by PlIo ISerRa).
Wheaton
Hunslnger

CW,3-1

MJT
PlIo II., 2-1)

II'
7
IP
7

ER

BB
0
BB

SO
2
SO

0

0

3

ER

H
1
H

0

3

None. WP: None. PH: Nolle. BK: NOlle.
"-'ds: W 14-815-1), MIT 7·10 11-3).
ImP:

MJODRAG CIRKOVIC-THE TECH

Women's Sailing Team Captain Susanna Mlerau '00 and
Tamara Yu '03 finished 11th in the B division of the. sailing
competition this Saturday. MIT finished 9th out of 16 overall.

